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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
• 
• 
• 
I 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE GIFTED 
"Educators have long been aware of the 
varied needs, abilities, and interests of the 
children in our schools. They have sought to 
employ appropriate curricula, materials, and 
methods to meet the wide range of abilities 
that prevails in every classroom. Despite our 
attempts to bring "the greatest good to the 
greatest number," our schools sometime fail to 
meet the particular needs of the individuals 
and groups they serve. Gifted children 
constitute one such neglected group."l/ 
Havighurst feels at this particular time special 
attention must be given to the education of the gifted. He 
has found that schools in their attempt to educate all 
chi~ren, often do not sufficiently stimulate and challenge 
the gifted. At this time of world uncertainty, where we are 
constantly being challenged on many issues, we are in need 
of highly trained man-power in every walk of life. To 
alleviate this situation, the identification and traini~ 
of our gifted students is a challenge we cannot ignore. 
There are a number of problema that beset educators 
attempting to provide for the gifted child. Research has 
l/Mariam Scheifele, The Gifted Child in the Re~ular 
Classroom, No. 12 Practical Suggestions for Teaching ( ew 
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1953), p. vii. 
g/Robert Havighurat "The Importance of Education for 
the Gifted," The Fifty seventh Yearbook of the National 
Societf for the study of Education, Part II (Chicago, 
Yilino a: Chicago University Press, 1959) P• 9· 
• 
• 
• • 
and the expansion of superior •ental powers, an environ.ent 
conducive to insightful learning and experimentation in 
accordance with the gifted child's mental level, and rate 
of mental growth. The school has no more important task than 
to make suitable provision for the education of the intel-
lectually elite among the nation's children. Y 
3· Scope of the Problem 
Since the purpose of this study is to provide science 
enrichment material and activities for the gifted, the authors 
choose to limit this study to the topic of Weather. It is 
one which presents innumerable opportunities for intergration 
in the curriculum. Being unusually broad in scope, and 
encompassing so many facets, the authors initially searched 
for major concepts common to many science basal series text-
books. 
The science material was organized around the science 
curriculum for the primary grades because the authors have 
experienced a definite lack of easily accessible material 
in this area. This material includes not only information 
for the teacher, but well defined lesson plans, experiments, 
and correlated activities that will develop each concept 
presented. 
1/Gertrude Howell Hildreth, Florence N. Brumbaugh, 
and Frank T. Wilson. Educating Gifted Children 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1952), PP• 5-6 • 
3 
• 
• 
• 
4• Limitations of the Study 
As the authors analyzed the topic it was found there 
were many factors which would limit a thorough coverage of the 
study. The following list attempts to identify, and clarify 
those deemed necessary for an understanding of the areas 
not pursued. 
1. Current research has reached no common agreement 
on the definition of "giftedness." 
2. The I.Q. level adopted for practical reasons 
for this study is lower than that adopted by 
most educators. 
3· The material used for analysis was only a sampling 
of science textbooks. 
4· It has not been conclusively proven that enrich-
ment is the best way to challenge the gifted child. 
5. There has been no opportunity to use and there-
fore evaluate, the material. 
6. Not all gifted children will be interested in 
science. 
5. Definitions of Terms 
Gifted child 
For the purpose of our study, a gifted child is 
mentally superior, consistently achieving on a high level. 
He is one capable of learning rapidly, and applying his 
knowledge. A minimum I.Q. score of 120 is arbitrary. 
Enrichment 
A method of providing additional and higher level 
experiences that will challenge the gifted child in the 
regular classroom. 
• 
• 
• 
Acceleration 
A method of providing for the gifted by actually 
moving the child ahead to an advanced grade. We refer to 
acceleration also as moving the child ahead at an "accelerated 
pace," not skipping, but providing academic work of a chal-
lenging nature, perhaps as part of a separate specialized 
class. 
Ability Grouping 
A method of selecting children for homogeneous groups 
based on mental ability. Mental age rather than chronological 
age acts as the basic criterion. At each grade level the 
whole group is subdivided into sections enabling instruction 
to be further adapted to abilities and interests 
Special Classes 
A class of superior, gifted children of equal mental 
age working together on rapid accelerated academic work. A 
special teacher is required for this homogeneous group. 
Science series 
A set of related .Science. books which contain carefully 
balanced and graded lessons providing a developmental sequence 
of concepts. 
Homogeneous group 
A selected group of children of similar and relatively 
equal abilities. For the purpose of this study, a group of 
gifted children • 
5 
• 
• 
• 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
• 
• 
• 
I 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE GIFTED 
"Educators have long been aware of the 
varied needs, abilities, and interests of the 
children in our schools. They have sought to 
employ appropriate curricula, materials, and 
methods to meet the wide range of abilities 
that prevails in every ela asroom. Despite our 
attempts to bring "the greatest good to the 
greatest number," our schools sometime fail to 
meet the particular needs of the individuals 
and groups they serve. Gifted children 
constitute one such neglected group."!/ 
Havighurst feels at this particular time special 
attention must be given to the education of the gifted. He 
has found that schools in their attempt to educate all 
chi~ren, often do not sufficiently stimulate and challenge 
•. the gifted. At this time of world uncertainty, where we are 
constantly being challenged on many issues, we are in need 
of highly trained man-power in every walk of life. To 
alleviate this situation, the identification and traini~ 
•· of our gifted students is a challenge we cannot ignore. 
There are a number of problems that beset educators 
attempting to provide for the gifted child. Research has 
1/Mariam Scheifele, The Gifted Child in the Reiular 
Classroom, No. 12 Practical Suggestions for Teaching ( ew 
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1953), P• vii. 
_g/Robert Havighurst "The Importance of Education for 
the Gifted," The Fifty seventh Yearbook of the National 
.. Societi for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago, 
· Illino a: Chicago University Preas, 1959) P• 9· 
,, 
,, 
I 
I 
,, 
• 
• 
• 
increased our knowledge, but there is a signiricant dif-
rerence or opinion initially in the very derinition or a 
girted child. 
lhere are a number or derinitions or the girted child 
and just as many ways or selecting him. The basic criterion 
varies according to what specific ractors are given greatest 
consideration. To many teachers or school administrators 
the gifted child is one who repeatedly and consistently does 
the very best classwork. Other teachers recognize the 
girted child who demonstrates great depth of thought. The 
concept and nature or girtedness can be as general as those 
just described, or extremely speciric in definition.2/ 
Tests or achievement and intelligence are a popular 
approach to defining girted children. These tests are 
available in a great variety from the primary grades to the 
university. Terman and Merritt present the following table 
j/James M. Dunlap, "The Education of Children with 
High Mental Ability," Education of Exceptional Children 
and Youth, William c. Cruickshank and G. Orville Johnson 
(editors)(~~lewood Cliffs, New York: Prentice Hall Inc., 
1958), p. ~8 • 
8 
• 
• 
• 
showing a distribution of intelligence quotients in a 
~/ 
mormal population. 
Classification I Q Percentages of 
All Persons 
Near genius or genius 140 and above l 
Very superior 130-139 2.5 
Superior 120-129 8 
Above average 110-119 16 
Normal or average 90-109 45 
Below average 80-89 16 
Dull or borderline 70-79 8 
Feeble-minded: moron 60-69 2.5 
Imbici le, idiot 59 and below 1 
Bristow states: 
"Giftedness may show itself in the possession of a 
high level of general intelligence as measured by traditional 
tests. Or it may be characterized by special abilities of 
a high order which are not necessarily associated with a 
21 high intelligence quotient." 
&/Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, Measuring 
Intelligence. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1937. P• 38-41• 
2/William Bristow, et al., "Identifying Gifted 
Children," Chapter II in The Gifted Child, Paul Witty, 
editor, The American Association for Gifted Children 
(Boston: D.C. Heath and Company, 1951), P• 10 • 
9 
• 
• 
• 
DeHaan and Havighurst consider any child gi~ted Who 
is superior in some ability that can make him an outstanding 
contributor to the welrare or, and quality or living in 
society. 
Because they have such a broad derinition they disting-. 
uish between the extremely girted child and the solid superior 
child. Their derinition includes not only intellectual 
ability, but abilities in such areas as science, mechanics, 
social leadership, and human relations, plus talent in 
creative arts, such as art, music, creative writing, and 
6/ 
dramatics-:-
Newland speaks or the conrusions in research regarding this 
point: 
"Research is pi tirully lacking which would 
throw light upon the off-professed distinction 
between the "mentally superior" and the 
talented. Objective evidence appears to be 
lacking which demonstrates that the specially 
talented are not identifiable even by our 
well established group and individual testing 
and examination techniques. No one seems 
willing either to analyze data already avail-
able, or to obtain data which can be analyzed, 
to throw objective light upon just what percent-
age of such "specially talented" children would 
be missed if the gifted group were identit:ied 
in terms of the single criterion of given intel-
ligence quotients obtained by means of a good 
group or individual intelligence test."l/ 
§/Robert F. DeHaan and Robert J. Havighurst, Educating 
Gifted Children (Chicago: The University or Chicago Press. 
1957)' p. 1. 
1/T· Ernest Newland, "Implications of Research in 
the area or the Gifted," Exceptional Children, (January, 1959), 
P• 195• 
10 
• 
• For her own experimental work, Hollingsworth defined the gifted as chihlren in the top one percent of the juvenile 
population in general intelligence. She stated that her 
definition of an intellectually gifted child as one standing 
within the top centile was "quite arbitrary" and added, "We 
could just as well choose the top two percent to be called 
gifted, or the top one half of one percent.~ 
"Giftedness is many sided," says Strang, and it is 
many patterned. Among the intellectually gifted we find 
many persons talented in many fields. Gifted children are 
far from being a homogeneous group; there are wide individual 
differences among children designated as gifted. Giftedness 
exists in different degrees, it may be described as a contin-
~ . uum ranging from a small talent to the highest level of genius. 
• • 
The trend toward a broader definition of giftedness seems 
desirable.w2/ 
Points of view currently held by educations conflict 
of many issues as concerns giftedness. Ye~ all would agree 
that it may be blighted by extreme deprivation of love, by 
lack of intellectual stimulation, or by limited opportunities 
§/Mariam c. Pritchard, "The Contributions of Leta 
s. Hollingworth to the Study of Gifted Children" Chapter IV 
in The Gifted Child, Paul Witty, editor, The American 
Association for Gifted Children (Boston, D.C. Heath and 
Company, 1951}, P• 49• 
9/Ruth Strang, "The Nature of Giftedness," The Fifty 
seventh Yearbook of the National Societ for the st~u~d=-~o~f~4 
y 
11 
:; 
~ for social relationships. Under favorable conditions, truly 
gifted children may be expected to maintain their initially 
high level of spontaniety, originality, creativeness, and 
achievement • 
• 
12 
• 
• 
• 
II 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GIFTED CHILD 
In recent years, the ~ocus in education has shi~ted 
~rom the needs o~ the slow learning child to the challenge 
o~ the gi~ted. Educational literature and popular magazines 
alike have de~ined,criticized and argued the best way to 
educate the gi~ted child. The research and studies concern-
ing the gi~ted child have done much to clear up misconceptions 
that have grown up about him. For many the word "gi~ted" 
was associated with being di~~erent and unhappy. Henry 
otto reported: 
"Prior to Terman's study o~ the 
gi~ted human being in 1921, it was the 
common belie~ that gi~ted children were 
~or the most part eccentric and emotion-
ally unstable and that eccentricity and 
gi~tedness were inseparable. In many 
cases gi~ted children were shunned and !£/ 
looked upon with jealousy and suspicion." 
Recent studies by Witty, Hildreth, Cutts and Mosley 
and other leading educators have made signi~icant contri-
butions to the existing knowledge about these children and 
have ~ound many previous belie~s to be inaccurate. 
Terman and Oden have ~ound ~rom their studies that 
" ••• despite many exceptions to a rule, 
the typical gi~ted child is the product 
1Q/Henry J. Otto, Curriculum Enrichment ~or Gi~ted 
School Gnildren in Regular Classes (Austin: The University 
or Texas, 1955), P• 9 • 
" lJ 
;: 
• 
• 
• --JI:.--
or superior parentage not only in 
cultural and educational background, 
but apparently also in heredity. 
As a result or the combined influence 
or inheritance and environment, the 
typical member or otlr group is a 
slightly better physical specimen 
than the average child or the 
general! ty. 11/ 
Baker brings out that the gifted contrary to popular 
belief are well endowed in many areas such as physical 
development, social characteristics, intelligence and person-
W 
ality. 
Cutts and Mosley have found this to be true and 
add that: 
" ••• in addition to superiority in physique and in 
emotional and social adjustment, bright children are generally 
characterized by superiority in certain intellectual achieve-
.U/ 
ments and processes." 
To help in identifying and for a better understanding 
or the gifted child, a teacher must be aware of more than 
general characteristics. She must be well informed about 
~Lewis M. Terman and Melito H. Oden 
The Gif~ Child Grows Up, Genetic Studies of Genius, 
Vol IV (stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 
1947). p. 55. 
12/Harry Baker, Introduction to Exceptional Children 
New YorK: The Macmillan Company, 1953, P• 10. 
lJ/Norma E. Cutts and Nicholas Mosley, Teachin~ the 
Bright and Gifted (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Pren ice 
Hall: Inc. 1957), p. 18 • 
• 
• 
• 
!' 
their physical, mental and emotional state. For research 
has shown that gifted children are complex children but that 
,, 
as a group, they have many similar characteristics and needs. ~ 
,. 
Leading educators, at this time, are unable to reach 
an agreement on the definition of the "gifted," therefore, 
there is also lack of complete agreement on detailed character-
istics. For the purposes of our study and because they 
concur most closely with our thinking, we have used those 
enumerated by the Committee on Exceptional Children. They 
are as follows: 
1. Mental Characteristics 
a. 
b. 
c • 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
Intelligence quotient of 120 or better. 
Longer attention span. 
Greater originality in self-expression. 
Ability to follow complex directions. 
Greater degree of curiosity. 
Deeper and more varied interests. 
More initiative. 
2. Emotional Characteristics 
a. Greater degree of social adjustment. 
b. Superior mental Pealth. 
o. Greater maturity in character development. 
d~ More self-reliance. 
e. Giving away to boredom when confronted with 
repetition. 
f. More critical viewpoint of self and others. 
3• Physical Characteristics 
a. Taller than average for their age. 
b. Healthier than their age group. 
c. More mature physically than their peers. 
d. Better coordinated physically.12/ 
1&/DeHaan and Havighurst, ££• £!!•• p. 38. 
•• !2fcommittee on Exceptional Children and the Reporters 
· of Exchange Magazine, How to Educate the Gifted Child (New York: 
I: Metropolitan School study Council, 1956), P• 4· 
•~ . .. 
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From an analysis of these characteristics, one can 
see that gifted children do not possess characteristics dif-
ferent from other children. The phrases, superior health, 
deeper interests, greater originality, show the basic difference: 
is not in the characteristics they possess, but the degree to 
1:!:1 
which it is present. 
It must also be remembered that no one child can be 
expected to manifest all of these characteristics to a sig-
nificant degree. Gifted children are still individuals and 
will vary in areas of superiority. 
Giftedness is a quality that is not restricted to any 
one group or cultural level. Terman's study of one thousand 
gifted children revealed that about one third of these 
children were found in families of professional people, one 
half in families of semi-professional people, and the other 
sixth in the homes of skilled, semi-skilled and un-skilled 
labor. We may conclude, therefore, that wherever there are 
lll 
children, we will find gifted children. 
Discovering giftedness is the responsibility of all 
that live and work with children, parents, teachers and school 
administrators. Observant parents often notice early signs 
of giftedness. Bristow has found that: 
"Early indications of superior intelligence often 
noticed by parents are quick understanding, insatiable 
16/otto. 22· ~· p. 10. 
ll/Ibid. p. 8 • 
" 
16 
• .·curiosity, extensive inf'ormation, retentive memory, large 
• 
• 
vocabulary 
relations, 
and unusual interest in such things as number 
18/ 
atlases and encyclopedias."--
This evaluation by parents is highly subjective and 
not always reliable. For parents because of' the integral 
way in which they are involved with their children, can never 
·be completely unbiased and objective in their evaluation. 
The school has the major opportunity and responsibility. 
f'or discovering the gif'ted children. Early identif'ication is 
essential f'or once they are found, these children can be given 
the advantages of special training they require f'or fullest 
development of their powers. Otto believes, "that early 
recognition by the school makes 
skillful counseling and careful 
possible long term 
w guidance. 
planning, 
Hildreth has summarized well the advantages of' eary 
discovery. 
"1. Intelligent guidance can be provided for them 
by well trained, professional teachers and 
advisers. 
2. Gifted children can be placed during the 
formative years in an environment that 
will introduce them to the ever-widening 
f'ields or knowledge. 
). Training in study and work habits that 
will ensure better outcomes f'rom creative 
ef't'ort can begin early. 
4• Opportunity can be given for social living 
1JV'Br1stow, ~ al., ~· .£!..!:·, p. 12. 
!2/0tto, ~· £!!· p. 1) • 
'""- ~-
' 
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' 
that promotes the learning or group 
adjustments and opportunities for leader-
ship. 
5. An environment can be provided that 
arouses interest and challenges ability, that 
may result in devotion to learning and study, 
investigation and thoughful reflection. 
6. School cooperation with the child's parents 
is made possible that will lead to earlier 
understanding or the child on the part or 
his parents and ensure wholesome training 
at home as well as in school."~/ 
Most educators agree that a systematic search must be 
made to discover all of the gifted. Too many capable but 
unmotivated and under-achieving children are likely to be 
w 
overlooked unless this is done. O'Heck feels that, "no 
longer can accidents be depended upon for the discovery of 
children of unusual gifts. 
must be systematically put 
Every known means of discovery 
w into operation." 
lberefore, it becomes the obligation of the classroom 
teacher to use every means at her disposal for the identi-
fication of the gifted. 
Two general methods of identification are available 
to the classroom teacher. 
~Gertrude Howell 
Children-xt Hunter Colle e 
One is through standardized tests 
et al, Educating Gifted 
scnool 
• 
21/DeHaan and Havighurst ~· .£.!!•, P• 39• 
22/Arch O•Heck, The Education of Excegtional Children 
(New YorK: McGraw Hill Book Company Inc., 1~ ), p. 410 • 
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including both intelligence and achievement tests. The other 
is through observation. This can include a teacher's own 
personal observation or those made by other teachers, parents 
and children. De Haan and Havighurst believe that neither is 
completely satisractory when used alone, but they supplement 
w 
each other very well. 
Abraham, while including these general methods or 
observation, includes more speciric methods. They are as 
.follows: 
1. A scale or check list based on character-
istics or the gifted child. 
2. Sociometric techniques which may point 
toward leadership qualities. 
3· School cumulative records,anecdotal 
materials and grades. 
4. Judgments of proressional workers 
such as the pediatrician, social worker 
and Boy-Scout leader. 
5. Selr evaluations.~ 
A classroom teacher may use one or all methcrl s avail-
able, but regardless or the methods used, identirication or 
the gifted should begin early in the grades. For practically 
every study or girted children has revealed the great waste 
occasioned by the railure to identiry and encourage indi-
viduals who might have made signiricant contributions to 
OUfDe Haan and Havighurst, ~· ill• 
~/Willard Abraham, Common Sense About Girted 
Children (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1958), P• 30 • 
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society if they had been provided with opportunities to §I 
develop, and use their gifts • 
• 
• 
£2/Brlstow, et. ~·· loc. cit • 
• 
• 
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III 
WE EDUCATION OF THE GIFTED 
Ability Grouping. 
Ability grouping or separating girted students rrom 
other children ror educational purposes has envoked conrlicting gy 
opinions. Advocates or this plan emphasize its contributions 
to erficiency of learning. The Educational Policies Commission 
states: 
" ••• because school learning is so closely related to 
mental ability, it has been pointed out that group instruction 
could be handled more efficiently if learners were grouped 
w by mental age rather than by chronological age." 
Educators, such as Abraham, discussing arguments 
against this plan stress undesirable personality and social 
developments: 
"He will become arrogant and superior because he has 
been selected for a 
will certainly reel 
Special Schools. 
special class and 
g§J 
the stigma." 
the one left behind 
Ability grouping can take many forms. To many it 
means grouping children of similar mental ability within the 
:g§j'DeHaan and Havighurst, .2.£• ~·, P• 112 
Gifted 
United 
27/Educational Policies Commission, Education of the 
\Washington: National Education Association or the 
States, 1950) P• 5• 
,g§/Abraham, .2.£• ~·, P• 7 • 
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i 
ii regular classroom or setting up homogeneous classes within 
1 w i i . the schoo • Or t m ght consist or br~nging together the 
girted rrom several schools into a special class ror certain 
portions or their work. This is carried out in the Major 
29/ Work Program at Cleveland. The most extreme rorm or ability 
grouping is the placing or girted children in a special school 
such as the Hunter College Elementary School in New York. .lV 
For a better understanding or the dirrerent forms 
ability grouping consists or, let us examine the programs in 
various schools. 
The Major Work Program or study is shared by only 
two percent or Cleveland's school children. Entrance is based 
on intelligence, an I.Q. level or 125 or higher, and desirable 
:&I physical and social traits. The curriculum is enriched and 
each class covers the year's work in the regular time, but 
less time is spent on drill than the regular classroom. These 
' girted children in the Major Workshops have numerous contacts 
with the other children in the school. They play in the play-
ground and go to physical education classes in the gym with 
~Scheifele, ££• £!!•• p. 38. 
J.Q/D.A. Worcester, The Education of Children of 
· Above Average Mentality, (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of 
: Nebraska Press, 1956), P• 49• 
.ll/DeHann and Havighurst ££• .£!!•, P• 114. 
JS/Theodore Hall, Gifted Children, The Cleveland 
: Story (New York: The world Publishing Company 1956), p. 38 • 
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~ other children. They are active in the choral groups and 
• 
the school orchestra and band. They work on the school paper 
, and other projects. Only in their schoolwork are they 
w 
separated. 
The Hunter College Elementary School illustrates the 
situation in which an entire elementary school is maintained 
for children of superior intelligence. 
The enrollment of Hunter College Elementary School 
is limited to about 450 pupils. These are distributed through 
the classification groups from nursery school to sixth grade. 
The number of children admitted from year to year depends 
principally upon the number leaving the sixth grade group at 
the end of the school year • 
An I.Q. level of 130 minimum on a Binet test qualifies 
a child for entrance. This is supplemented by evidence of 
" 23 
high achievement test scores, personal observations and 
JW 
• 
personality factors such as emotional security and stability. 
The curriculum again is one of enrichment rather than 
acceleration. It offers a wide variety of activities and 
instruction geared to the child's chronological age level. 
Parents and teachers cooperate in making the program varied 
:J2/ 
and interesting. 
:Wrbld. p. 39· 
~ildreth, 2£• cit., P• 40. 
J2/Paul Witty, Nature and Extent of Educational 
Provisions For the Gifted Pupil, The Gifted Child, The 
i: Alnerican Association For Gifted Children. (Boston: 
1 D.c. Heath and Company,l9Sl"'),·p.l89 • 
i< 
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MEny communities not entirely convinced or the merits 
or segregation ror the girted or whose enrollment is not 
large enough to justiry a special class or school, practice 
ability grouping on a limited basis in the classroom. The 
division or the class into groups. therefore, is done by the 
classroom teacher. The program can be one or acceleration 
or enrichment depending upon the policy or the school. 
The results of studies on ability grouping are not 
consistent. Malcolm MacLean has well summarized the advantages 
or girted children working together as a unit. 
"It challenges, it stimulates, it motivates. 
Cross-rertilization or ideas develops at a 
rapid rate and brings clarirication or concepts. 
There is a vigorous growth in the reel ror tools 
and the mastery of skills and techniques • 
Psychology, expanding achievement brings a 
reeling of conridence, security and adequacy. 
The pace of learning is swirt, the range of 
attempt and ac~~~lishment wide and compre-
hension deep."~ 
Abraham in his discussion brings out that a gifted 
child in a class on his own mental level is stimulated and 
motivated to work closer to his capacity. He will have practi~ 
in being both leader and rollower rather than always being a 
leader in a class where all the youngsters lag behind him 
mentally. In such a group or girted children more concen-
tration can be given to abstract and creative ideas and to 
' critical thinking rather than to unnecessary drill. When 
others are at his ability level, a gifted child will work 
36/Malcolm s. MacLean. "Should the Girted Be 
Segregatea?" Educational Leadership, Vol. 13 (JEnuary, i: 
, P• 27. 
-· 
,, 
1956). 
:: 
• 
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• 
w harder and develop rewer superricial blurring and lazy habits • 
In spite of the many advantages or grouping by ability, 
there are orrsetting disadvantages and a considerable body 
of opinion opposed to this plan. 
Some critics hold that ability grouping is undemocratic 
by giving opportunities to the well endowed that are not 
given to others. Further opposition comes rrom those like 
Passow who feel that students grouped on the basis or their 
superior ability fail to develop respect for the opinions 
2Y 
of those less gifted. The Educational Policies Commission 
thinks it is unrealistic preparation for adult life to segre-
gate students from their fellow students of different ability 
levels. Because in later life the gifted must live with all 
levels of ability, they must be adequately prepared to do so 
w in school and college. 
The question as to whether the disadvantages outweigh 
the numerous advantages is yet to be answered. At this date, 
sufricient data is not available to give unqualified endorse-
ment to the separation of the gifted rrom their fellow 
!!:.o/ 
students. 
jl/AbrSllam, .2!?.• .£!.!• P• 10. 
~Harry Passow, e~ al., Planning For Talented Youth. 
New York: Bureau of PublicatiOns, Teachers College Columbia, 
1955, P• 40. 
J2/Educational Policies Commission 2£• £!!•• P• 53· 
.!J.2/Witty, 2£• ill·, P• 262 • 
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Acceleration. 
Another method of providing for the gifted child is 
that of acceleration. It is necessary to initially define 
the term, but it must be remembered that its meaning is 
specific only in the context in which it is placed. Consider 
acceleration in terms of skipping, and its meaning is the 
generally accepted definition, i.e., a child leaves his 
chronological age group and advances to a group who are of 
comparable mental age. Acceleration has been defined as, 
"progress through 
ages younger than 
an educational program at 
w 
conventional." 
rates faster or 
A second definition of acceleration is that of "paced 
acceleration" whereby the gifted child moves to advanced work 
according to his individual capacity, but is not moved into 
an advanced grade. When progress is accelerated the child 
can achieve on a high level and yet remain with his own 
chronologically aged peers. 
One of the best arguements in favor of separate 
classes is that there can be acceleration without skipping. 
The gifted child can continue a high grade of work academically 
w 
on his problems and not graduate at a premature age. 
The matter of acceleration is one primarily of time, 
and how it can best be conserved for the youngster of except-
ional abi 11 ty. 
U1/H1ldreth, 2£• £!!·• P• 259. 
!Jog/Ibid., p. 260 • 
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Plans for allowing children at the beginning of their 
school career to enter l!:indergarten or grade one before the 
i age of' six, is, at present widely advocated. Some school 
systems set the entrance age below six if achievement and 
~ 
'' intelligence tests indicate they are ready. 
D. A. Worcester, believes that a good program of' test-
ing at the ~ndergarten level, and early first grade, would 
do muoh f'or education. He contends that "one argument against 
taking younger pupils is that they will do muoh better if' 
w 
they enter school when they are older." 
He oites many oases in which this the opposite was 
true, and strongly contends the !'actor of' readiness is not 
enhanced by staying at home. "If a ohild is ready mentally, 
• it is to his advantage to enter school, even though he is 
!1:21 
• 
chronologically younger." 
In later elementary school years, the superior child 
may complete the average years work in one semester and then, 
pursue more advanced work of an expandable nature, f'ollowing 
special interests and topics for which he has the necessary 
appitude. Both subjects and grade work can be paced faster 
for those children of superior mental ability. 
4J/James R. Hobson, "Mental Age as a Workable Criterion 
for SchoO! Admission," Elementary School Journal, XLVII 
(February, 1948), P• 212. 
wn.A. Worcester, ££• £!1•• P• 9• 
. .. l .. 
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, High schools telescope courses of'f'ering the work of' two yesr s 
in one. High school work is completed in two, rather than 
f'our years. Plans f'or extra courses f'or credit towards 
college, or entirely omiting the f'reshman year having covered 
the twelf'th grade work and all requirements of' the f'reshman 
year, again, of'f'er additional possibilities f'or successf'ully 
caring for the gif'ted child. Acceleration is possible at all 
!!&/ 
educational levels • 
••• "Recent FordFoundation experiments with programs f'or early 
admission to college, and admission to college with advanced 
standing, are SY;mbolic and supportive of' a reassessment of' 
"Mll 
acceleration. 
Those in f'avor of' making provision f'or the gif'ted 
child through acceleration, present arguments in its f'avor 
basically from the standpoint of' time saved, and conservation 
f'or the benef'it of all society. 
Hildreth reported that: 
·~the entire range of' the world•s work there are certain 
achievements that are made only by those with the highest 
:; intellect. A relatively small portion of' the worlds pop-
i: 
ulation do the creative thinking, make the discoveries and 
inventions that are identified with progress. The conserv-
ation and advancement of' knowledge that advances cultural and 
social change depends upon the original thinking of' mentally 
Olf§/Passow, .21?.• ill•, P• 11. 
l!l/Ibid., p. 3• 
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~ superior people. Leaders in business and industry, those 
~ 
who contribute to improvement or living, our most competent 
civil servants come more largely rrom the small proportion 
w 
:• or the girted in the population." 
Were the girted accelerated, a ruller more userul 
and productive lire would enhance the whole or sOciety, as 
well as the individual. Having prorited by challanged school 
experiences, the ambitions or the highest educational object-
ives are accomplished. Practically, education becomes less 
costly, since needlessly wasted time in school becomes re-
directed into wholesome growth in a shorter time. 
"Recent research has indicated there is little 
correlation between knowledge obtained in given subjects 
and months and years or rormal study devoted to it. Thererore, 
" 
!:t2l 
not time, but mastery, should be the criterion ror promotion. · 
~ 
Those who would oppose acceleration do so mainly on 
the contention that it would be undemocratic; somewhat like 
deliberately creating a "super race." It is said, the whole 
environment would loose perspective ror the child turning 
him into a snob, bore, and generally maladjusted person. 
The question arises, or how the personality could integrate 
in lire like situations, while constantly associating with 
intellectually superior people. 
fu[/H11dreth, 2£• £!!·• P• ~· 
~Paul Witty, "Nature and Extent or Educational 
Provisions ror Girted Pupils" Educational Administration and 
i: Supervision Vol. 37 (February, 1951), p. 46. 
h 
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The Educational Policies Commission states: 
~ •• There is danger that too rapid promotion will cause or 
aggravate social and emotional maladjustment for the child 
whose rates of social and emotional maturation are markedly 
slower than his rate of intellectual growth. In such cases 
that which may be done to the childs personality is too high 
a price to pay for the advantages that may accrue to his 
intellectual development, especially, if comparable advantages 
w 
can be gained by other means. 
Other questions arise as to the practicality of 
acceleration, and providing special schools for educating 
gifted youngsters. Procedures of selecting children, 
adoption of a new curriculum, ways of supporting these schools 
• in addition to those already in existance, require consider-
• 
able investigation. A metropolitan area might best serve 
its gifted youngsters by pruuiding speci& schools but smaller 
communities could not justify its existance, restricted by 
the number of gifted youngsters in their charge, and the 
funds available for this purpose. While experimental work 
on the problem continues, innumerable complications beset 
educators devoted to improvement of our schools. 
2Q/Educational Policies Commission, ££· £!!• p. 50 • 
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1: Enrichment. !I 
Enrichment may be provided in any class anywhere. 
There is no school so small, no community so isolated, that 
F opportunities do not exist. The imagination of the teacher 
i: 
li 
i' and the inquiring mind of the gifted child are all that are 
2!1 
needed. 
The program of enrichment has been defined by many 
educators. To De Haan and Havighurst it implies: 
" ••• learning situations that will meet their needs and 
"stretch their abilities," a curriculum that is "expanded" 
and "deepened" to fit their patterns and levels of abilities 
rather than one that is geared far below their needs and 
"2/ 
abilities • 
Cutts and Moseley define enrichment "as the sub-
stitution of beneficial learning for need~ss repetition or 
2J/ harmful idlesness." 
Worcester related that enrichment for the gifted 
child means providing experiences for which the average or 
below average child lacks either 
~ 
undertake. 
the time, the interest 
or ability to 
Enrichment, therefore, is an attempt to adapt learning 
21fworcester, 2£• £!1•• p. 40. 
2/De Haan and Havighurs t, 2£• .£.!.!•, P• 98. 
2Jjcutta and Moseley, 2£• £11·• p. 37• 
~Worcester, 2£• £!1•• P• 39· 
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' 
experiences more closely to the abilities and interests or 
every child. For the gifted, such a program or enrichment 
would permit them to delve more deeply into their rields or 
special interests and to give creative expression to their 
particular talents. It would also guide them to explore a 
wide variety of both intellectual and nonintellectual act-
.22/ ivities. 
,)2 
Because enrichment can be used in the regular classroo~ 
·· as part of' a system of planned acceleration, in a part-time 
class or in a rull time special class, it is the ~ast contro-
-1: 
versial of the ways or providing appropriate and suitable 
2E.I 
learning experiences ror the gifted child. 
In thinking or the ways that enrichment can be 
integrated into a school program, DeHaan and Havighurst have 
differentiated between intensive and extensive enrichment. 
Intensive enrichment also known as vertical enrichment or 
enrichment in depth, implies delving more deeply into subject 
matter and taking on advance work the average child could 
not do. It is accomplished by providing opportunities for 
specialization in a given area or activity or working at a 
more mature level. 
This type of enrichment a~ost inevitably involves 
acceleration. This can be a disadvantage if a school operates 
~Educational Policies Commission, ££· £!!·• P• 59 • 
.2§/Ibid., p. 64-• 
• 
• 
• 
" 
!' under a rigid curriculUlll and grade system. 21/ 
Extensive enrichment or enrichment in breadth is 
!< 
, accomplished by providing opportunities for gifted children 
,, 
,, 
to broaden their experiences by working in areas not usually 
explored by the average child who lacks the initiative or 
interest to do so. It is based on the belief that broad, 
relatively even development of as many abilities as possible 
2§./ 
is desirable for the gifted. 
Educators stressing the advantages of enrichment, 
point out it is the least expensive and m~ t realistic 
method of all, for no special administrative arrangements 
have to be made. It can be used in regular classroom~ in 
schools and communi ties of all sizes. It leaves time for the 
gifted to pursue his own interest or explorenew fields. 211 
The principal objection to enrichment is that its 
entire success rests with the teacher who employs it. In 
the regular classroom, a teacher confronted with slower 
'_:: 
pupils and pressed by the responsibilities of a daily schedule, 
m~ not find time for the gifted pupils who seem to be progres-
sing satisfactorily. 
special 
" optimum 
In special classes or schools a teacher must have 
training to guide and 
60/ 
development.-
direct the gifted to their 
21/DeHaan and Havighurst, ~· cit. 
2§/Ibid., P• 99• 
,22/Abraham, ££• .£!.!·, P• 90 • 
60/Dunlap, ~· ill· 1 P• 172. :1: 
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No one method of educating the gifted child can by 
itself, even under 
!I meet all the needs 
the most favorable circumstances 
of the gifted child. w 
adequately 
I ,, 
~ 
ii 
,, 
The most effective educational programs for the 
gifted combine a good general education with various special 
w provisions designed to meet their special needs. 
Ruth Strang develops this point by saying: "For 
most gifted children the best policy is moderate acceleration, 
plus enrichment determined individually on the basis of 
social, emotional and physical as well as intellectual 
2.ll 
maturity • 
61/Mer1e R. Sumption, Three Hundred Gifted Children 
(New YorK: World Book Company, 1951), P• 15. 
g/Educational Policies Commission, 2£• ~·• P• 66 • 
2.lfstrang, .2£· ill·, p. 67. 
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IV 
THE TEACHER OF THE GIFTED 
"Next to the parent, the teacher exerts the moat important 
i' personal influence on the development of gifted children." w 
' 
' 
I, 
.!(. 
In discussing this point Abraham says: 
"Whether a youngster works to his capacity, develops 
new and expanding interests, becomes excited about 
a world speeding at the fastest clip it has ever 
attained, or analyzes himself as a potential force 
in a society desperately in need of him might be 
determined by one person--one teacher who may cross 
his path only temporarily. But that may be a 
person he likes and admired, one who somehow is 
able to see the universe through his eyes, and 
who has the sensitivity and intuition possessed 
by all good teachers."§2/ 
Moat discussions on the education of the gifted pose 
the question of what steps must be taken to identify and 
obtain gifted teachers. Some educators oelieve character-
istics and attitudes are basic prerequisites to an under-
stanmng of how the teacher of gifted children differs from 
any other. 
Passow explains that: 
"The teacher must have positive attitudes 
towards the talented. He cannot provide 
adequately for these students if he sees 
them as troublesome, queer, "know-it-all; 
if he is jealous of their abilities; if he 
§ij/N• Carson Rayan, et al., 
Children, Chapter VI in The-ni?ted 
The American Association for Gifted 
Heath and Company 1951), p. 106 • 
"The Teacher of Gifted 
Child, Paul Witty editor) 
Children, Boston: D.C. 
.§.2/Abraham, ~· ill•, P• l72o 
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makes too great emotional demands on them. 
He must be sufficiently objective to accept 
and praise all valuable creative efforts, not 
only those conforming to his own preconceived 
ideas."2§/ 
To be really effective, the teacher of the gifted 
'must have attitudes that stimulate flexible thinking. How 
she will teach depends upon her own way of perceiving the 
gifted child. The gifted child 1 s mental ability may challenge 
the teacher's thinking and cause such resentment she actually 
feels threatened. 
A list of characteristics that the teacher of gifted 
child should possess frequently include versatality, resource-
fulness, considerateness, impartiality, imaginative, consistent, 
positive, stable, alert, and proficient, to name but a few • 
Realistically, it may be asked, can any one teacher live 
up to all these demands. At best, we could hope for moot of 
these characteristics, but certainly the ideal presents a 
w formidable problem. 
Passow is Qlite decisive on this point as he states: 
"There are, however, several characteristics 
that probably help to distinguish the teacher 
who will do well with a talented group from 
the one who will not. In academic subjects 
these characteristics include a well-above 
average intelligence, a tolerance for new 
and different ideas, a willingness to let 
students proceed on their own, and the 
ability to direct individual efforte towards 
maximum achievement."68/ 
§§/Passow,££·~·· P• 9. 
§1/Abraham, ££· ill·, p. 173• 
2§/Fa~, op. cit., p. 56 
• 
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" 
Heck, believes, that the training of teachers of 
gifted children should be that of a regular class teacher 
,. but, developed in all areas to a higher degree. 
'· 
"These teachers need a training that will 
emphasize at least three kinds of study: 
(l)the psychology of the child of high 
I .Q.' (2)methods of instruction that take into 
account the mental make-up of these 
children , and 
(J)a detailed survey of the changes 
that can be made in the materials of 
instruction if enrichment is to be 
the goal. "21/ 
Since the teacher of the gifted should be throughly 
trained in knowledge of individual differences and psychology 
of how children learn, we might expect definite courses of 
• '
1 study in teacher training institutions. Within the past 
• 
ten years, many pamphlets and articles have given attention 
to the needs of gifted childreD. Hildreth points out sig-
!· nifican t facts concerning this: 
' ,. 
1\ 
, . 
i! 
. , 
-- -~ 
r 
'· 
i' 
"According to a United States Office of 
Education report for 1949, only six institutions 
with teacher training programs gave special 
preparation for work with the gifted. The 
ratio of institutions making special provisions 
for teachers of the mentally deficient compared 
to the proportion for the mentally gifted was 
7•5 to l. In addition to these six institutions, 
however, 122 reported offering courses on 
exceptional children, including in many 
instances some attention to the gifted."IQ/ 
Workshop training, through universities have made 
important contributions to the education of the gifted, 
§2/Heck, ££• ~·· p. 415. 
IQ/Hildreth, ££· ~·· p. 225 • 
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... mainly at summer sessions. Notable among these are the 
• 
• 
University of Texas, Pennsylvania, State University, Boston 
University, Kent State University, Syracuse University, 
Hunter College for Teachers, George Peabody College, University 
of Kansas, Northwestern University, Pennsylvania State 
Teachers College, San Francisco State College, Teachers 
College of Columbia University, Stamford University, and 
1ll University of Vermont. 
The pattern of preparation for teaching gifted and 
talented pupils in teacher education institutions seems to 
be as follows: 
1. Institutions are expanding their preparation 
ef teachers in this respect chiefly by 
offering graduate courses, workshops, 
conferences, and the like, especially in 
summer terms. The typical course is one 
term in length, with such titles as 
"Education of the Gifted," or "Education 
of the Retarded and the Gifted." 
2. Preparation of teachers for this special 
need at the undergraduate level, seems to 
be within the framework of dealing with 
individual differences or with exceptional 
children of many categories. 
3· Some institutions are developing specialists 
in the education of the gifted who contri-
bute as lecturers, conference leaders, advisors 
and writers. These specialists seem to have 
less effect on programs in teacher education 
institutions than on theory and practice in 
school systems.~/ 
11/Irls I. Kerr, "'Ihe Gifted Child and His Teacher" 
(unpublisned Masters Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, Boston, 1955), P• 82 • 
;: 
• 
• 
• 
Inservice staff education regarding exceptional 
children of high mentality is becoming a moe t f'requently 
used way of improving education. Conferences, in which the 
entire staff of a school or school system participate, offers 
an excellent plan. Lectures given by college staff' members 
are followed by general discussion groups. Numerous object-
ives are accomplished in an practical workshop experience. 
"In some cases teacher committees meet periodically and 
develop manuals for various levels, giving enrichment suggest-
l:J./ ions for the curriculum." 
Scheifele says in summary: 
11 The teacher holds the fate of the gifted child in 
her hands. She must utilize all the resources at her command 
(including her own personality and teaching skill) to enrich 
his experience and help him grow toward comp~ te self real-
ization. Her responsibility is awesome. If' she f'ulfils it, 
she contributes richly to the progress of man and civil-
,,1ll/ 
ization. 
lJ/Ibid., PP• 372-373• 
lk/Scheif'ele, 2£• £!!•• P• 82 • 
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A SCIENCE PROGRAM FOR THE GIFTED 
Is there a place for science in the elementary school 
curriculum, and can science contribute significantly to 
the school experiences of the gifted child? Certainly, these 
are questions which must be asked and answered since objectives 
of any course of study must be justified. No longer can 
science be labeled simply a frill of progressive education. 
There seems to be general agreement that science is an 
12/ 
essential part of any effective elementary program. 
In discussing science in the elementary school, 
Serviss says, in part: 
and 
'Ihe 
" ••• TraaLtionally, it has been assumed that 
the elementary school should provide the bare 
essentials of knowledge and skill in certain 
limited areas demanded by society. What has 
happened though in recent years? Social changes 
have opened new avenues of approach and new 
requirements. With the addition of science to 
the elementary school program, the child is 
given opportunities to acquire methods of 
thinking which will enable him to cope with 
problems of science and mathematics in later 
years. Note for example, how children grow 
in reflective thinking in the elementary school 
years by acquiring simpler aspects of attainment 
of the following abilities: 
1. ability to discover and define a problem 
2. ability to observe phenomena 
3· ability to select data pertinent to a problem 
15/Glen o. Blough, and Albert J. Haggett, Methods 
ActiVities in Elementary School Science. (New York: 
Dryden Press, Inc., 1951), p. 11. 
,, 
• 4· ability to collect, organize and analyze information 
ability to draw inferences and formulate 
hypotheses 
ability to test hypotheses 
ability to draw conclusions accuratelyl§/ 
Considerable attention has been given to science in 
recent months due to missile launchings, and Russian advance-
ments in the scientific field. ~The American public has 
become fairly well informed about the strengths and short-
]]_/ 
comings of our elementary and secondary schools.~ Clearly, 
there is presented to the elementary school teacher, the 
responsibility of encouraging the potential mathmetician 
and scientist, among our elementary school children. 
Science offers an innate motivation for most children, 
• because their very nature is one of curiosity and discovery. 
• 
\, 
Common life experience involves the study of one's own 
environment. The little child has keen observation of his 
surroundings and asks what is happening, and why. Here are 
some problems first grade chilren set up because of their 
interest in interpreting their environment: 
What makes the rain come down? 
Where does the rain come from? 
How does the sun help the rain to come? 
Does the wind help? 
What makes the snow? 
-----.1.§.~/rn;Tr=e-::vc.:::o-=r:r.k Serviss, "Child Development and the 
Needs of Society~ Education 2000 A.D. (Syracuse, New York: 
Syracuse University Press 1956), p. 74• 
. 77/Lawrence G. Derthick, ~Higher Education and the 
; Nationa1Interest, 11 School and Society, Vol. 6. No. 2132., 
i' (May, 1958), p. 212. 
' 
" \I 
.. 
' 
,, 
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• 6. How does the snow help? 7• How do the plants get water? 8. Where does the water we put on the plsnts go? 
9· What makes wet clothes get dry? 
10. Where does the water go in our cleaning 
rags when we hang them up to dry?~ 
Through the teaching o§ science, the little child 
afraid of the dark acquires assurance when he realizes that 
all things are subject to laws of cause and effect. Problems 
which arise in his immediate development serve as a basis 
for discovering and learning.l2/ 
The principles of growth and development have their 
basic tenants in a program of doing, creatively, and actively. 
Memorizing and reciting tiresome rules by rote have no place 
in the science program. Problem solving, experimentation, 
• collecting and organizing facts upon which to base conclusions: 
are intrinsically the core of science. It is a subject well 
• 
suited to different levels of understanding, just as the child 
develops, in his ability to grasp concepts and larger mean-§.Q/ 
ings. 
Blough feels that science methods of problem solving 
carries over into other areas such as social studies and 
arithmetic. He goes on to say that, Hthe study of science 
,, BV 
should develop in children a scientific attitude."-- The 
~Murr~ J. Lee and Doris May Lee, The Child and His 
Curriculum, (New York: Appleton Century Crofte Inc., 1950), 
P· 5o3. 
' 12/Nelson F. Beeler "Next Steps in Elementary School 
Science" The National Elementary Principal Vol. 37 No. 6 
{April, 1958), p. 13. 
80/Ibid • 
il WBlough, .2.2• ill•• P• 18. 
--" ·~ 
:: 
~ following list of characteristics belong to the scientifically 
minded person. 
"He is open-minded-willing to change his 
mind in the face of reliable evidence, and 
he respects another's point of view. 
He looks at a matter from every side before 
he draws conclusion. He does not jump to con-
clusions or decide on the basis of one observ-
ation; he deliberates until he is sure. 
He goes to reliable sources for his 
evidence. He challenges sources to make sure 
that they are reliable. 
He is curious. 
in his observations. 
carefully. "Qg/ 
He is careful and accurate 
He plans his investigations 
Since the gifted child is especially adept to work 
independently and more rapidly than the average, science 
~ offers a unique challenge in the curriculum. Hildreth states: 
~ 
,, 
"Science offers a challenge to the gifted 
mind because of the demands this field of 
study makes for accuracy, objectivity, the use 
of mathematical processes in scientific measure-
ment and experimentation the need for logical 
thinking, the necessity of dealing with formulas, 
and generalizations, the necessity of acquiring 
a scientific vocabulary, the construction, and 
use of scientific apparatus."~ 
The discovery of a future scientist is certainly of 
great importance, but if we, as teachers do no more than 
help the child to better understand the world in Which he 
lives, an achievement of noteable proportion has been made. 
If, through the teaching of science, the elementary school 
teacher has led the child to an intelligent and efficient 
:g!f6Ia. 
§..l/Hildreth, .2E• ..£!!·, p. 60. 
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• handling of his problems, she has accomplished, and contributed: 
to society • 
• 
• 
!. 
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• 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
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• 
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
1. Purpose of the Manual 
The manual was prepared because the authors, as teachers, 
have experienced a definite lack of organized, easily accessi-
ble material in Science, for gifted children in the primary 
grades. A manual such as this is needed secondly, because 
it presents the child with the type of Science material that 
he is capable of working on independently with a minimum of 
directed lessons by the teacher. It is primarily geared to 
meet the needs of g~fted children in the regular classroom, 
, through enriched Science Material, at the seven and eight 
year olds level of reading vocabulary and understanding. 
A developmental approach to an understanding of science is 
the major concern of the authors, realizing that complex 
1: concepts are developed from an initial building of real 
experiences at the child's own level. 
2. Background Material 
Science textbooks in grades two through four were 
examined by the authors to di~ver the topics which were 
!: common to all. These topics were found to be, Plants, Animals, 
,. 
II 
I 
.I ,, 
li 
the Sky, and Weather. Also considered, were the areas in 
which an expanded and enriched Science program would lend 
itself most readily. The following is a list of ~cience 
,_ 
!' 
" 
, . 
• 
• 
• 
textbooks which contained the topic or weather: 
l. 
2. 
~: 
5· 6. 
~: 
Curriculum Foundation 
Exploring Science 
Understanding Science 
D. c. Heath Elementary Series 
Singer Science 
Scientiric Living 
Wonderworld of Science 
Junior Scientists 
Weather is a major area or study in the grades in which 
the authors teach, and therefore, was selected ror enrichment. 
It was also felt that Weather is the type or study that could 
be readily expanded. Certainly, it is a topic that needs 
little motivation being closely related to the environment 
or young children. 
3· Plan of the Concepts 
The authors organized the topic or Weather generally 
into rive sections which are as follows: (l)Weather (2)Air 
(3)Water (4-)Heat and (5)Forecasting. The first section serves 
as an introduction to the study, followed by the common 
elements or Weather which were decided upon as Air, Water, 
and Heat. The last section on Forecasting orrers an additional 
area of study for the more advanced gifted children who choose 
to pursue the study to an even greater degree. The following 
five sections are related to an accumulated list of major 
concepts concerning weather, taken from the leading Science 
textbooks previously cited • 
-1; --
• 
• 
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Understanding To Be Developed 
Weather 
1. varies greatly day to day and in one day 
2. changes regionally and seasonally 
3· is composed of certain elements 
4· affects each of us in our daily lives 
5. can be forecasted 
48 
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Understandings To Be Developed 
Air 
l. cannot be seen, smelled, or tasted 
2. can be felt and heard at times 
3· is all around us 
!.;.. is part of the earth 
5. is necessary to life 
6. takes up space 
7. has weight 
B. has pressure 
9· is in many things 
~ 10. can be put in some things 
11. can do work for men 
• 
12. is made up of a combination of gases 
13. is heated by the sun 
11.;.. changes temperature often 
15. can expand and become lighter 
16. can contract and become heavier 
17. in motion, is called wind 
lB. can contain dust, smoke, water, and clouds 
:19. is dense near land and water 
20. is less dense as we travel out into space 
:: 
4.9 
" 
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Understandings To Be Developed 
water 
1. is necessary to life 
2. comes from many places on the ground from ponds, lakes, 
rivers, and oceans 
3· has many forms (solid liquid gas) 
4• goes into the air (evaporation) 
.5. evaporates faster on warm days 
6. evaporates by wind and heat 
7• vapor is always in the air 
8. vapor may be saturating the air 
9. can condense to form rain, dew, fog, sleet, hail, 
frost or snow 
10. in the form of ice, will expand 
11. may have different temperatures 
12. does not heat as quickly as land 
50 
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Understandings To Be Developed 
Clouds 
1. many kinds and types of 
2. often change shape 
3· are made of drops of water, bits of ice and dust 
4· can block out the sun 
5· are blown by the wind 
6. can be high or low in the sky 
7• close to the ground is called fog 
8. can disappear in the sky 
9· are formed in different ways 
10. can give us rain or snow 
Boston Unive::--slty 
Sohool of Educ,ltlon 
Library 
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Understandings To Be Developed 
Heat 
1. comes from the sun 
2. makes water evaporate and go into the air 
3· causes most substances to expand 
4• causes warm air to hold more moisture 
5. is measured in degrees by a thermometer 
6. from the sun warms water and soil 
7• from the sun is determined by the sun rays falling 
directly or on a slant, to the earth 
8. causes some regions to be very dry and hot 
• 4. How the Manual Is Presented 
Each major section of the manual includes a vocabulary 
list of new words, stories which present Science concepts, 
and followed by varied activities. These aid the child in 
using these concepts, at his own level of understanding. 
The list of activities are suggestions likely to be used, and 
it is hoped, enlarged upon, as the children discover 
other ways of branching out into additional studies following 
particular interests. 
Different sections of the manual can be used by children 
working in pairs, or in groups. A "Science Corner" with 
special library books as well as a bulletin board for science 
• activities, is suggested. 
• ;: 
The vocabulary for the stories and activities was 
carefully checked against the Gate•s Reading Vocabulary for 
Primary Grades and Rinsland 1 s Basic Vocabulary of Elementary 
School Children. 
Vocabulary in terms of grade placement and sentence 
length and construction, served to guide the authors in 
determining the reading factors, throughout the manual. The 
general reading level is geared, to what it is believed, 
gifted children of the primary grades could master without 
loosing content and Science understandings. 
The reading series used by the authors in their schools 
are the Scott Foresman Curriculum Foundation Series, and the 
Houghton Mifflin Reading for Meaning series. The cumulative 
• 
• 
• 
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vocabulary for books of both series from book one through 
three, can be found in the Appendix. In writing the Science 
stories, the authors incorporated the reading vocabulary of 
these reading series. A list of childrens Science books, films, 
and filmstrips are included in the Appendix • 
• 
• 
• 
CHAPTER IV 
THE MANUAL 
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SECTION I 
WEATHER 
• 
• 
• 
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VOCABULARY 
Bureau 
creative 
happen 
touches 
weather 
• 
• 
• 
:: 
THERE ARE MANY KINDS OF WEATHER 
There is always weather. 
We may not like some kinds of weather but we cannot 
change it. 
play. 
to work 
The weather can change quickly. 
It can change from day to day. 
It cm change from one hour to the next. 
weather is different in many places. 
The seasons cause big differences in weather. 
Weather is important. 
The weather makes a difference in how we work and 
It can change our plans for fun out of doors. 
It can make driving our car dangerous. 
In a winter blizzard. people sometimes cannot get 
because or bad weather. 
Big drifts of snow block traffic so cars and trains 
cannot move. 
Ice storms are dangerous too. 
When the air near the earth is very cold and the 
. rain falls. it freezes on everything it toucches. 
" 
" I 
t! 
" I i: 
Everything becomes covered with a thick glaze or ice. 
Heavy ice can snap telephone lines and break branches 
off trees • 
59 
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• Summer hailstorms and heavy thunderstorms can damage houses and gardens. 
There is good weather and bad weather. 
Many people like warm sunny weather the best • 
• 
• • • ! 
• 
• 
• :;. 
I' 
' 
ACTIVITIES 
1. Talk about how you may have had to change your plans 
because of bad weather. Write a little story about 
it. Write a poem, too. 
2. Make up a play about what would happen if we had only 
hot dry weather or rainy weather. 
3· Draw pictures that show the different kinds of weather. 
What kinds of things do people do outdoors on warm 
sunny days? Paint pictures of these things. Cut 
pictures of. snowflakes from folded paper. Put all 
the pictures in a notebook along with creative 
stories. 
4• Make a dictionary for all the new weather words. 
5. Collect books about the weather for your library. Collect 
newspaper and magazine pictures. 
6. Visit the Weather Bureau at the local airport • 
7. Plan to :lllrite a simple play on Weather, to be given 
at the end of the study • 
61 
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VOCABULARY 
affects 
Florida 
orchard 
ruin 
sour 
unexpected 
• 
• - --- " ....... . ;; 
• 
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WEATHER IS IMPORTANT TO PEOPLE 
Weather is important to the farmer. 
He must know what the weather will be for days ahead. 
He plans for it. 
The farmer wants to know the best time for plowing and 
planting seeds. 
If his hay is all cut and on the ground, an unexpected 
rain storm could ruin it. 
The hay would become sour and the farmer could not 
store it away in the barn. 
The cows and horses would not have enough feed when 
• winter came. 
• .~. 
Many people work out of doors. 
Men who go out to sea on ships care about the weather. 
Fishermen know that weather affects the fishing. 
Fruit growers work in the orchard. They spray the 
fruit to keep harmful pests away. 
If the rain comes after the fruit is sprayed, all his 
work is wasted. 
In sunny Florida, the fruit grower must know if the 
weather will suddenly grow cold. 
Frost can ruin a whole crop of oranges. The fruit 
grower puts oil pots in the orange grove to keep the trees 
warm • 
63 
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VOCABULARY 
f'orced 
pleasant 
rubbers 
studies 
suit 
warnings 
wind 
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WEATHER AFFECTS WORK AND PLAY 
Weather affects air travel. 
The pilot must know many things about the weather. 
He studies the weather carefully before he goes up 
with his airplane. 
As he flies his airplane he listens on the radio for 
weather reports. 
When he is warned about a storm he tries to fly around, 
under, or over it. 
Sometimes he is forced to land the plane. 
When bad storms come, airplanes must stay at the 
airport until the weather clears • 
The postman comes to your house bringing the mail, 
every day. 
His job is not always pleasant. 
Sometimes the weather is clear and sunny, but other 
days are damp and cold. 
The postman comes in all kind of weather; snow, rain, 
sleet, and bad storms. 
Some workers must do their job no matter what the weather 
is like. 
The postman listens to all weather reports. 
L He will want to know if he will need his ral. ncoat 
He will dress to suit the weather. 
" 
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ll i ~ The weather makes a difference to people who are 
i' ii planning outdoor fun. The hunter wants to know about the 
" 
'' weather. I! 
li A little snow on the ground helps him to find animal 
l! 
li 
P tracks. 
:i 
ii He will know which way to go to find the animals. 
,. 
I 
',! People who like to ski, want to know about the snow 
li 
:\ 
on the ground. 
They want to know if the snow is light and powdery, 
or hard packed and sticky. 
If the weather turns warm, the snow will melt on the 
~; ski slopes. 
' 
People who like to ice skate want to know about the 
1 weather. 
If the weather is very cold, the ice may be safe enough 
,. 
!! 
1 for skating. If the weather turns warm, the ice may be 
melting and too thin to skate on. 
In the summertime, many people like to sail a boat. 
Wind is important to sailboats. 
: People who sail want to know the direction of the wind 
:i 
I 
! 
ll 
I' 
i: 
,I 
ii 
!I 
!: 
" 
and how fast it is blowing. 
.. 
They listen to the weather report for storm warnings. 
No one want; to be out in a sailboat in a storm. 
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PEOPLE OBSERVE AND REPORT THE WEATHER 
People cannot change the weather. 
People sometimes have to change their plans, because 
or the weather. 
Weathermen are scientists who observe and make reports 
1, about the weather. 
:! 
They make weather maps to show the weather at dirrerent 
; places. 
,, 
There are weather stations all over the country and 
all over the world. 
We see weather reports in the newspapers. 
We listen to the weather report on radio and television • 
People rind out what the weather will be and then plan 
for it. 
You can learn to observe the weather. 
i You will need to know what things make weather. 
Here are some questions we need to ask: 
How does the sky look? 
How does the air reel? 
Is there much water in the air? 
Is the wind blowing rast or slow? 
Which way is the wind blowing? 
You can compare one weeks weather with another. 
You can compare the weather in your region with that of 
:~somewhere else. 
I 
' 
+ II 
I ~ 
li ,, 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Go outdoors and observe the weather. Has the weather 
changed since early this morning? Is todays weather 
like yesterday? How is the weather in your region 
dirferent rrom that or somewhere else? Talk about all 
that you see and reel. You will rind there are many 
things we need to know to tell about weather. 
2. Make a weather chart. Put down such things as the kind 
or clouds you see, which way the wind is blowing and 
how rast, and how the air reels. 
Make a chart to show the kind or clothing you wear in 
all kinds or weather. 
3. Collect pictures or dirrerent kinds or weather ror a 
bulletin board. Collect pictures or dirrerent kinds 
or people who work outdoors. 
4· cut weather maps rrom a newspaper. Write to the 
United states Weather Bureau ror weather maps. Listen 
to the weather report on radio and television • 
:i 
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THE EARTH IS ALWAYS TURNING AND ALSO 
ALWAYS MOVING AROUND THE SUN 
The earth is always turning round and round. 
We say that the earth rotates. 
It rotates once each day. 
That is why we have day and night. 
The earth is also always going around the sun. 
When the side or the earth where you live, is turned 
towards the sun, it is day. 
The earth keeps turning and goes away rrom the light 
or the sun, and it :Is night. 
The year is divided up into four seasons • 
They are: Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter. 
Weather changes from season to season. 
It takes the earth a year to go around the sun once. 
When it is summer, the earth is tipped towards the sun. 
When it is winter, the earth is tipped away from the sun. 
In some parts of the world the weather is always hot. 
In some parts of the world the weather is always cold. 
The sun makes a great difference. 
If you know the average d~ly temperature of a place, 
and the amount of r&n it gets you will understand the average 
yearly weather. 
The average yearly weather or a place is called ita c~te. 
Some climates are very different from others • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Take an orange and stick a pencil through it. Make 
believe that it is the earth. Make a cross on the 
orange to show where you live. Remember, the earth 
is always turning around, and always moving around the 
sun. 
Go into a dark room and let a rlashlight shine on the 
orange. Make believe that the rlashlight is the sun. 
As you turn the orange around you will see that the 
side or the earth where you live is in the light while 
the other side is dark. Then it is day on that side 
where you live. The earth keeps turning and goes 
away rrom the light. Then it is night on the side 
where you live. 
2. Take a ball into a dark room. Shine a rlashlight on it. 
You will see that one side or light while the other 
side is dark. Turn the ball around just as the earth 
turns. Now, the other side or the ball is in the 
light • 
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VOCABULARY 
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SEASONS ARE NOT THE SAME EVERYWHERE ON EARTH 
Summer is a season. 
The sun shines ~e and it is warm. 
The sun gives heat and light to the earth. 
The sun is high in the sky for many hours of the day, 
in summer. 
The sun rays come toward us more directly than at any 
other time of year. 
our part of the world becomes warm. 
Not all summer days are the same. 
Some days are warm and sunny, but other days are cool 
and rainy • 
place. 
Both sun and rain help gardens to grow. 
The summer is not the same in all places. 
In some regions the summer may be very hot and dry. 
The gardens need water to grow. 
People make ditches for the water to run in. 
They pump water into the ditches from some far away 
In some regions the summer may be not too different 
from any other time of year. 
In other regions the seasons make a great change. 
In some places people, animals, and plants change their 
i way of living with every season • 
i 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. We have said, the earth is always turning around and that 
it is also always moving around the sun. This is why 
we have day and night and why we have seasons. We 
know too, that the earth is tipped toward the sun in 
summer and away from the sun in winter. 
Make four balls of clay, one for each season of our 
earth. Put a stick through each one to show how the 
earth is tipped toward or away from the sun. Put a 
light in the middle or the circle and make believe it 
is the sun. 
2. The earth is tipped as it turns around. The tilt or the 
earth makes a difference in the amount or light and 
heat we get from the sun. Take a flashlight and 
shine it on something dark, on the ground. Hold 
the flashlight on a slant. You will see a slanting 
beam or light. The alan ting beam of light covers 
a lot of ground • 
. 3· Now hold the flashlight straight up and down. You will 
see that the beam or light shines directly down on the 
ground. The direct beam or light will not cover as 
much ground. 
In the summer, the sun is high in the sky. 
come more directly down on the earth. We 
light and heat from the sun in summer. 
The sun rays 
get more 
4• Make a list or the games that you play in each season 
or the year. Talk about the changes in the work and 
play of different people at different times of the 
year. 
Collect and 
hibeme.te. 
do it. 
draw pictures or animals that migrate or 
Talk about why they do this, and how they 
6. Turn on a bright electric light and hold a thermometer 
two feet away from it. Now, hold the thermometer closer 
to the light. What difference did you see? 
. 7• Take pictures of the sun in the sky at different times 
of day. Take one early in the morning and one at noon. 
Observe where the sun is in the sky. Where did the 
come up? What happened to it during the day, and 
finally, where did it set? 
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Chihlren might also want to talk about shadows at 
different times of day, and different times of the 
year. 
8. Draw a circle on the floor, and dramatize the seasons. 
9· 
One child will be the sun and holds a flashlight. 
Another child is the earth and holds a globe. The 
earth moves around the sun. 
Make a chart 
each day. 
findings. 
day? 
that shows the time the sun rises and sets 
At the end of a month talk about your 
How many minutes longer or shorter is each 
• 
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• 
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picnics 
summer 
sunshine 
swimming 
vacation 
if --
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SUMMER 
We see green trees and flowers in the garden. 
Many plants grow in the summer. 
Many animals are about in summer. 
People weed the gardens and cut the green grass. 
People play in the summer. 
The days are long, and it is good to be out of doors. 
Fresh air and sunshine are gpod for us. 
Children go swimming at the beach, on hot days. 
It is the time of year for going on picnics and 
playing baseball • 
It is vacation time for many families. 
Vfuat kinds of things do you see in the summer? 
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AUTUMN 
Autumn is a season. It comes after summer. 
Another name for autumn is fall. 
The air begins to feel a little cooler. 
The days grow shorter, and the nights grow longer. 
It is still dark when we get up at seven o'clock in 
the morning. 
The leaves on the trees change to beautiful colors. 
They drop to the ground and make a blanket of red, 
yellow, orange, and brown. 
It is the season of change • 
It is a time of year for getting read7 for winter. 
Many living things make changes in the fall. 
The plants die and drop their seeds. 
The seeds are carried away by the wind, water, or 
' animals. 
When spring comes, these seeds will start to grow, 
and new plants will come up. 
Animals get ready for winter. 
Some animals eat a lot of food and get very fat so 
they can sleep all winter. 
Other animals store food and get their winter homes 
ready. 
Many birds fly away to warmer places, where they will 
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be able to find the food they need. 
When spring comes they will fly back. 
Autumn is harvest time. 
The farmer gathers in the garden crops. 
People store food away for the winter. 
They can the food, or freeze it, so it will not spoil. 
Mother gets out warm clothes for the family. 
Father works to make the home ready for cold weather. 
There is much work to be done in autumn • 
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spring 
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WINTER 
Winter is a season. It comes arter autumn. 
The sun is low in the sky ror many hours or the day 
in winter. 
The sun rays come toward us at a slant. 
This makes a dirrerence in the amount or heat we get 
from the sun. 
The weather turns cold. 
In some places winter is almost as warm as spring. 
Seasons bring dirrerent weather in one region than 
in another • 
People sometimes go south to get away rrom cold weather. 
But we do not need to go to warm places to keep warm. 
We can keep our homes warm all winter, in the north. 
There are many changes in winter. 
Some animals grow thick rur to keep them warm when the 
weather turns cold. 
Other animals sleep all winter and do not come out or 
their winter homes until spring. 
We say these animals hibernate. 
! Animals go down under the ground or crawl under rocks 
and into caves. 
I 
1, Some birds stay around all winter. 
li, People often reed birds in the winter, because the ,, 
~_blrd• o~ot alway• rind rood, 
i! 
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The ground may be covered with snow. 
The snow helps to keep bulbs and roots or plants in 
the ground from .freezing. 
The air in the snow is like a warm blanket over the 
ground • 
" 
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SPRING 
Spring is a season. It comes after winter. 
Many things change again, when spring comes. 
The days become longer and warmer. 
The sun rays come down on the earth on less of a slant. 
Sometimes we get a lot of rain in the spring. 
The rain helps the seeds in the ground to grow. 
Tulips and crocus blossom early in the spring. 
Leaf and flower buds open. 
The grass begins to turn green again. 
The birds fly back and build their nests in the trees. 
Animals come out of their winter homes • 
People change their activities in the spring. 
They put away their heavy clothes. 
They spend more time out of doors. 
Children like to play in the warm sunshine. 
They like to feel the warm breeze blow and fly kites 
high in the air. 
They dig holes in the soft ground and play marbles. 
soon it will be time to go to the beach again. 
Vacation time is comingL 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Make a mural on "Getting Ready ror Winter." 
2. 
(1) Father makes the house ready by putting 
up storm windows or working on the 
furnace. 
(2) Mother gets the rood ready by canning 
and rreezing. She gets the ramily's 
winter clothes ready. 
(3) Animals of the woods gather and store 
rood. They build their winter homes. 
C4) Plants drop their seeds and die. 
(5) Trees loose their leaves and buds appear. 
(6) Birds fly to the South • 
Make a chart of questions about the seasons such as: 
( 1) Which season comes arter summer? 
(2) Which season has the longest days? 
(3) Which season has many rainy days? 
<4> In which season do animals hibernate? 
(5) In which season do we get snowy, cold days? 
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VOCABULARY 
bottle 
breathe 
size 
touch 
vacuum 
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AIR IS A PART OF THE EARTH AND NECESSARY '10 ALL LIFE 
What is it that you can touch 
But cannot f'eel 
That has no size or shape 
But still is real? 
We know that air is all around us. 
Birds can f'ly through the air. 
Airplanes can f'ly through the air too. 
But you cannot see air. 
You cannot hold it in your hand. 
It does not have color or shape. 
There is a deep layer of' air around the earth • 
fue heaviest part of' this layer of' air is close to 
ground. 
People and animals live on the ground and breathe 
breathe air in the water. 
air. 
:;· 
The air is too thin to breathe many miles above the earth.· 
We have to have air to breathe. 
All living things need air. 
Air takes up space. 
Probably you have never seen a bottle that was really 
empty. 
Even if' you could see nothing else in it, it is f'illed 
with air • 
An "empty" bottle would have had the air pumped out of' it. 
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soapy 
soil 
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THERE ARE MANY THINGS IN AIR AND AIR IS IN MANY THINGS 
Air is in many things. 
There is air in soil. 
There is air in water. 
You can put air in some things. 
Can you make a balloon full of air when you blow into it? 
Did you ever blow air into soapy water? 
The air would make a soap bubble. 
Father puts air in the tires ot his car. 
Children put air into balls so they will bounce. 
The air in the tires of your bicycle act like a cushion. 
It hold you and the bicycle up • 
We put air in some things to make them float. 
The air is made up of many things. 
The air has dust, smoke, and water vapor in it. 
There are many gases in the air. 
Oxygen is one of these gases. 
People and animals get oxygen from the air when they 
breathe. 
We could not live without it. 
Fire could not burn without it. 
Air is always moving. 
When the air moves slowly we call it a breeze • 
When the air moves fast, we call it wind. 
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We will f'ind 
We will find 
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out what makes the air move. 
out what makes the wind blow. 
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ACTIVITIES 
Get an empty bottle, and turn it on its side. Push it 
down quickly into a deep pan or tank fUll of water. 
Can you see the bubbles rome up? What caused the 
bubbles? Was the bottle really empty in the first 
place. 
Put some dry soil into a can. Pour some water on the 
soil. See the bubbles floating on the water. 
Put a pan of water on the hot stove. Soon the water 
will boil. As the water boils, bubbles form on the 
bottom and sides of the pan. Then, bubbles rome 
to the top. What is happening? 
You can put air in some things. Blow into a pBper bag. 
Blow into a balloon. The balloon will fill with air. 
Pump air into a tire. Pump air into a ball. Where 
else have you seen people putting air into things? 
5. Show how air can be used to lift things. Put a book 
on top of the balloon. As the balloon is filled 
with air, the book lifts up. Air can be used to 
pUsh up and lift things. 
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AIR IN MOTION IS CALLED WIND 
Air is always moving because warm air is going up and 
cool air is moving in. 
Warm air spreads out and becomes lighter. It goes up. 
Heavy cool air moves in to take it 1 s place. 
Warm air goes high in the sky. 
As it cools it becomes heavy. 
When air cools and gets heavy it ~alls back toward 
the ground. 
Wind is air in motion. 
You can feel the wind when you run • 
You can feel the wind when you use a fan. 
You can see the wind toss the clothes on the clothes 
line. It will dry them. 
You can see the wind move a windmill ~an or a sailboat. 
You can see the wind move the curtains when a window 
is open. 
The wind makes waves on the lake. 
It carries seeds and brings the rain. 
We name the winds from the direction from which they 
come. 
A north wind blows ~rom the north. 
A northeast wind blows ~rom the north and the east • 
Winds change their direction o~ten. 
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• Watch these things to see which way the wind blows: 
Trees, clothes, smoke, and flags • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Have you ever seen a bonrire? The rire heats the air 
above it. As the air gets warmer it becomes lighter. 
Lighter air is pushed up by the cooler heavy air 
underneath it. 
2. Hold a piece or paper away from a warm radiator in a 
room. Watch the paper slowly rall to the rloor. 
Now, hold a piece or paper over a warm radiator. The 
paper blows towards the ceiling berore it falls. 
Why is this so? 
3· Take a piece of cardboard and a quart bottle. Hold a 
hot match to the piece of cardboard and quickly drop 
it into the bottle. Put a cover on the bottle. The 
fire goes out and smoke rills the bottle. 
Now, uncover the bottle and place it near an open window. 
Cold air comes into the room. Which way does the smoke 
go towards the ceiling or rloor? 
Do the experiment again only uncover the bottle and 
place it near a warm radiator. Where does the smoke 
go this time? 
You can tell where there is falling cold air and rising 
warm air • 
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THERE ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OF WIND STORMS 
Watch these things to see how rast the wind blows. 
Ir smoke goes straight up and rlags hang limp, the 
wind is moving slowly. 
When tree branches move just a little the wind is 
moving about rirteen miles an hour. 
When the trees sway, it is moving about twenty miles 
an hour. 
A gale bends trees at rirty miles an hour. 
Wind Storms 
Strong winds sometimes come with storms • 
The wind may be so strong that it causes trees and 
houses to rall. 
Strong winds can ruin gardens and do much damage. 
A hurricane is a storm that brings strong winds. 
A hurricane starts over the water. 
The hot sun shines on the water. 
The water evaporates into water vapor and goes into 
the air .• 
A lot or hot air goes up. 
When hot air meets cold air in the sky, great winds 
are born. 
The wind blows hard and moves rast • 
Boston Unive,·stty 
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CYCLONES AND TORNADOES 
Cyclones and tornadoes start over the land. 
These are wind storms too, but are not as big as a 
hurricane, in area. 
. \i 
The air moves around in whirlpools and it has great rorc& 
It makes a path as it goes along lirting up everything 
in its way. 
Weathermen warn people that a tornadoe is coming. 
People board up their houses or go to sarer places 
until the storm is over. 
AIR CHANGES l.TS TEMPERATURE OFTEN 
Air changes its temperature often. 
At the beach you feel the hot sand. 
The air above the sand is very warm. 
The air above the ocean or lake is cool. 
The cool air blows orr the lake and over the warm land, 
in the daytime. 
At night, the air blows the other way. 
Because land cools off quicker than water, arter the 
sun goes down, the air over the land is cool. 
The air over the water is warm. 
Heated and cooled air make a wind • 
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• Remember this: 
Land heats up quickly but looses its heat quickly once 
the sun goes down. 
Water heats up more slowly, but keeps its heat for a 
longer time once the sun goes down • 
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AIR HAS WEIGHT AND PRESSURE 
We know that air is all around us. 
Yet if we put out our hand we could not hold it. 
We could not feel its weight. 
We can hold an eraser or a book and feel its weight. 
Do you think that air has weight? 
We will do an experiment to find out. 
The air presses down on all things with great force. 
It is pushing all the time, in all directions. 
It can push down, up, sideways, everyway. 
You do not feel the air pressing down on you • 
This is because the air inside of you equals the 
pressure of the air outside of you. 
Air pressure can help us. 
It will push water up into a straw. 
It will push dirt into a vacuum cleaner. 
We use air pressurein many ways. 
We will do some experiments to find out more about 
air pressure • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Air has weight. Do this experiment. Blow up two balloons 
that are the same size. Tie them to the ends or a 
stick. Balance the stick across a chair. Now, break 
one or the balloons. The end of the stick with the 
unbroken balloon will rall. The unbroken balloon is 
rilled with air, so it is heavy. The broken balloon 
lost its air so it is light. 
2. When air becomes heavy, it sinks down towards the earth. 
Cold air doesn't take up as much space as hot air. 
Put a bottle upside down in a pan of water. Remember, 
the bottle is rilled with air. Mark how high the water 
comes up into the bottle. Now, put them in the re-
rrigerator ror awhile. You will find that cold air 
takes up less space. More water will have gone up 
higher in the bottle. 
3· Air has pressure. Air pushes. Fill a can with a cap 
on the top with halr a cup or water. Leave the cap 
off and put the can on the stove to heat. The water 
will boil and steam will come • 
4--
Now, screw on the cap, and carry the can to the sink. 
Put cold water on the can. What happens? 
The cold water is like cold air. Cold air outside has 
so much more weight than the warm air inside, that it 
makes the can cave in. 
Put a lighted candle in a dish. Place a glass jar over 
the candle. Soon the flame will go out. When all the 
oxygen in the jar is used up, the flame will no longer 
burn. The fire goes out. 
Pull down the window shade. 
Let only a small ray of sunshine come into the room. 
See the bits of dust in the rays of sunshine. 
Dust is an important part of air. 
Water droplets form around dust in the air. 
6. Air has pressure. Put some water in a pan. Lay a straw 
in the water so the straw will rill up with water. 
Pick up the straw, putting your finger over the upper 
end, and lift it out of the water. The water inside 
the straw will not run out because your ringer on top 
and the air pressure below it, stop the air above 
rrom pushing it out • 
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WATER IS EVERYWHERE AND HAS MANY USES 
Water is all around you. It is above you and below 
you and in you. 
There is water in every plant. 
There is water in animals. 
There is water in your body. 
All living things must have water to live. 
People use water for keeping clean. 
They wash dishes, clothes, cars, and many other things 
with water. 
We use water to put out fires. 
We swim in the water, and ride on the water in boats • 
When water freezes, we skate on it. 
Water keeps the grass green and trees and flowers 
growing. 
Most important of all, we drink it. 
Think of how many glasses of water you drink in just 
' one day. 
Think of the water that is in the food we eat. 
Water is the home of many living animals. 
Can you name a few animals that live in or by the 
water? 
People travel on the water in big ships • 
People use water to do work. 
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• Running water can be made to turn wheels which can make machines go. 
Water power can make electricity, to give us heat and 
light in our homes. 
Have you ever seen a power plant on the banks of a 
river? 
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• WATER EVAPORATES IN'ID THE AIR 
Our earth is covered with much water. 
There is more water than there is land. 
Look at a map or a globe. 
~e oceans of the earth are very big. 
There are more animals that live in the water than 
those who live on land. 
There are more water plants than land plants too. 
There is always some water in the air. 
How does it get there we may ask? 
The answer is that it evaporates from the earth, soil, 
• puddles, lakes, rivers, oceans, and everything that is wet. 
When air moves over water, some of the water changes 
to water vapor. 
Water in the air is called water vapor. 
ii We cannot see water vapor in the air, but it is always 
,: 
1: there. 
i 
L 
The word used to tell about water vapor going into 
li the air, is evaporation. 
:! 
We say that water evaporates. 
Wind and heat make water evaporate. 
The sun shire s hot on the water and warms it. 
When water is warmed it changes to water vapor and goes 
• into the air. 
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• It evaporates so slowly we cannot see it. 
We can do an experiment to make water evaporate very 
I fast • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Fill two jars with the same amount of water. Take a 
crayon and mark the spot where the water comes up to. 
Put one jar in a warm light place. Put the other jar 
in a cool dark place. Which jar will the water evaporate 
from the fastest? 
2. Take a wet cloth and rub it on the chalkboard to make a 
spot. Then make 8lother wet spot the same size on 
another chalkboard. Fan one of the spots but do not 
fan the other. Which spot will evaporate faster? 
What helped to make it evaporate faster? 
J. Heat a pan of water until the water vapor comes. 
Now hold a cold mirror in the water vapor. The water 
vapor turns to droplets of water once it is cooled. 
The droplets gather together and run down the sides 
of the mirror. The water vapor has condensed to make 
droplets of water. When water vapor in a cloud is 
cooled, water droplets form. They get big and heavy 
and fall to the ground • 
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WATER EVAPORATES FROM MANY PLACES 
The teacher washes the chalkboard with a wet cloth. 
Soon the chalkboard is dry again. 
The water evaporated into the air. 
The child paints a picture at the easel. 
Soon, the paint is all dry. 
The water in the paint evaporates. 
It changes to water vapor and goes into the air. 
The aquarium must have more water every few days. 
The water in the aquarium evaporates • 
It has changed to water vapor and disappeared into the 
ii air. 
L ,, 
When a puddle of water dries some of the water has gone 
into the ground. 
But some of the water went into the air. 
Can you think of some other places that water evaporates 
from? 
Mother washes the clothes and hangs them out on the 
clothes line. 
The sun is very warm. It will make the air warm. 
The clothes will dry fast. 
Another day the sun may be behind the clouds. The air 
will not feel warm. Then the clothes will not dry very fast • 
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Wet clothes dry fast in warm places. 
Wet clothes dry fast in the wind, too. 
Heat and wind help water to evaporate • 
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EVAPORATION, CONDENSATION, AND PRECIPITATION 
Water vapor may be rising into the air in one 
place. (evaporation) 
Water vapor may be changing back to water and falling 
il 
'i ! back to earth, in another place. {condensation) 
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Water goes up into the air. 
Water comes out of the air. 
Water travels around and around and up and down. 
We call this the water cycle. 
When warm air moves over water, some of the water is 
picked up bJ the air • 
Warm air picks up and holds more water vapor than cold 
air. 
When warm air, holding water vapor is pushed up high 
in the sky, it gets cool. 
Some of the water vapor comes together to make little 
droplets of water. 
As the droplets of water get bigger clouds form and 
grow dark and heavy. 
Soon the cloud cannot hold the heavy water. 
The droplets of water fall to the ground. 
When water vapor in a cloud is cooled it changes back 
H to water. 
I) 
I' 
!i We say that the water vapor condenses. 
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!i The word used to tell about all kinds or wet weather is 
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precipitation. 
Rain, snow, sleet, hail, fog, and dew are words we will 
I! 
need to know about. 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Put a pan of water on the hot stove. When the water boils, 
it will change into steam. (water vapor) 
The water goes into the air as steam. It goes into the 
air very fast this way. You can see this happening. 
The same thing happens to water in puddles, ponds, 
rivers, and oceans. The sun shines hot on the water 
and warms it. The water evaporates into the air. 
I' 
It goes into the air very slow this way. You cannot 
see this h~pening. 
1 2. Water evaporates into the air. Put water in three 
different kinds of diahes. Use a bottle, a pan and a 
bowl. You will find that the water will evaporate 
faster from the pan. More air will touch the water 
in the pan. This will make a difference. The water 
can get into the air more easily. Water may evaporate 
very slowly or very fast. Wind and heat make water 
evaporate. 
' 3• Take a wet cloth and make a wet spot on the chalkboard • 
Now, fan it. 
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Water vapor condenses to make dew. 
Dew is little beads of water which come from the air. 
On a hot summer day, the sun makes the earth warm. 
When the sun goes down, the earth cools off. 
The air becomes cool, and so some of the water vapor 
in the air changes back to water. We say it condenses. 
Here, water vapor condenses on the ground. 
In the early morning we see dew on things close to 
the-ground. 
When the sun comes out, it will soon evaporate the dew. 
The dew will change to water vapor again, and evaporate 
into the air. 
FROST 
Water vapor will condense on things out of doors when 
the air is very cold. 
Frost comes out of the air, just like dew. 
But frost is ice and dew is water. 
The air must be freezing cold for frost to form. 
Frost makes beautiful pictures on glass windows. 
We may see patterns that look like ferns or feathers. 
Frost sparkles in the sunlight. 
Soon the sun warms the air and the frost begins to melt. 
It changes back into water vapor and goes into the 
air again. 
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FOG 
Fog is a cloud that is on the ground. 
'126 
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The cloud may be very thick and over a mile long or wide •. 
It is made up or many little drops or water. 
The water vapor in the air has condensed to make little 
drops. 
When you walk through the rog your race reels wet. 
Everything reels wet and damp. 
Fog often comes in the cool morning or evening. 
When the sun comes up and warms the air, the fog will 
disappear. 
The little drops or water will evaporate • 
Wind can blow the fog away, too. 
SNOW 
Sometimes the air is very cold in winter. 
Then the water vapor in the clouds does not come together 
to make droplets. 
Instead, the water vapor comes together to make crystals 
or ice. 
Many or these bits or crystals come together to make 
a snowflake. 
A snowflake always has six sides. 
Every snowflake is different. 
There are never two snowflakes just alike • 
Snowflakes fall softly to the earth. 
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They make a beautiful white blanket on the ground. 
Snow storms can be very beautiful, but they also cause 
I a lot of work for man. 
:: 
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Heavy snow can cause a lot of damage • 
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SLEET AND HAIL 
Sleet begins to fall as rain. 
on the way to the ground, it goes through very cold air. 
The raindrops change to ice as soon as it touches the 
ground. 
Hail is formed or frozen rain.(ice) 
The warm air pushes raindrops that have started to 
fall, back up into cold air. More water is picked up. 
Another layer of ice freezes, as the raindrops fall 
down in the cold air again. 
Hailstones get bigger every time they are bumped up 
and down in the warm and then cold air. 
When the hailstones get very heavy, they fall down to 
the ground. 
WATER HAS MANY FORMS 
Many things change in this world. 
When something changes there is a reason for it. 
Watch for changes in the sky. 
Watch for changes in the weather. 
water can change its form. 
There are many forms of water. 
When water is in the form of a solid, we call it ice. 
When water is running and oan be poured, we call it 
129 
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a liquid. (water) 
Water in the air that we cannot see we call a gas. 
(water vapor) 
Heat from the sun or a stove can make water change 
its form or shape • 
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ACTIVITIES 
l. Water has many forms. Make a list of all the forms 
of water you haver ever seen. Draw pictures of 
different forms of water. 
2. Put some ice in a pan. Watch the ice melt and change 
to water. Now, heat the water and see what happens. 
3· Put a pan of water outside in the cold air. What will 
happen to the water? 
(1) Water expands when it freezes. 
(2) It may crack the pan when it freezes. 
(3) It may push the pan into a different shape. 
4• Breathe on a cold window. 
Is there water vapor in your breath? Do you think 
there is water vapor in the breath o.f animals? 
Do you think plants give off water vapor into 
the air? Put cardboard around the soil of a 
plant in a dish. Place a glass jar over the 
plant and let it sit awhile. What happens? 
5. Water comes out of the air. 
Put some cold water in a tin cup. Put some food 
coloring into the water. Soon you will see little 
drops of water on the outside of the tin cup. The 
drops of water are not colored, so it cannot be 
from that inside the cup. The drops on the outside 
get bigger. Soon they run together down the sides of 
the cup. What happens? 
The ice water makes the cup cold. 
The air around the cup gets cold. 
Tell about how water vapor in the air can condense. 
6. TUrn on the shower in the bathroom. The hot water will 
fill the room with water vapor. (steam) 
Look at the steam on a mirror. Now, let cool air come 
into the room. What will happen to the water vapor? 
7• Turn on the cold water faucet. The faucet will get 
cold. It will make the air around it cold. What will 
you see on the water faucet very soon? Where else 
have you seen water vapor condense? 
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CLOUDS ARE MADE OF DIFFERENT FORMS OF WATER 
Clouds are made of droplets of water, bits of dust 
and ice crystals. 
Most clouds form when rising warm air cools. 
As the water vapor in the air gets pushed higher in 
the sky, it also gets cooler. 
Cool air cannot hold water vapor like warm air. 
The water vapor condenses into droplets of water. 
If the air is very cold, the water vapor will condense 
and form ice crystals. 
Warm air can be lifted high in the sky by a thick mass 
of cool air that comes in under it • 
It is believed that a cloud is made up of different 
forms of water. 
If the cloud is high in the sky, the top of the cloud 
will be very cold and fi lJe d with ice crystals. 
The middle part of the cloud will be cool and filled 
with snow. 
The lower part of the cloud will be the warmest, and 
filled with droplets of water. 
When the ice, snow, or water droplets get too big and 
heavy, they fall to the ground. 
Gravity pulls the rain and snow from the clouds. 
Whatever falls out of the cloud depends upon the 
, temperature. 
" 
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THERE ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OF CLOUDS 
What do you see when you look up at the sky? 
It may be clear or covered with clouds. 
Perhaps you see puffy, white clouds in the blue sky. 
You might see long layers of dark clouds low in the sky. 
Weathermen call the clouds low, middle, and high clouds, 
depending upon where they are in the sky. 
You can learn to tell a few of the common clouds you see.· 
Sbatus means "layer." These gray clouds are spread out all 
over the whole sky. 
They are low clouds made of bits of ice or drops of 
water. We may expect to get snow or rain from them. 
Cirrus means "curl. 11 These clouds look like white feathers 
floating very high in the sky. They are made of bits of ice, 
and are thin enough for the sun to shine through them. 
We do not get rain or snow from them. 
Cumulus means "pile." These clouds look like piles of fluffy 
marshmallow. They tower up in the sky and change their shape 
often. Sometimes they look like sheep or smoke as they move 
across the sky. 
Cumulus clouds are low clouds being only a few miles 
above the earth. 
cumulus or Stratus clouds may become carriers of snow 
136 
~ or rain. 
The low dark Stratus clouds and the Cumulus clouds 
grow dark and heavy. 
They cover the whole sky. 
Then we call them Nimbus meaning rain clouds. 
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CLOUDS CHANGE AND ARE FOUND AT BOTH HIGH AND LOW PLACES 
I Clouds can disappear. 
The water in the clouds evaporates. 
Remember the water vapor disappeared when it went into 
i the air from the tea kettle. 
When the water does not evaporate then the rain clouds 
pile up. 
After it has rained, these clouds may disappear too. 
Sometimes the wind blows clouds away so we cannot 
see them. 
Clouds can travel a long way • 
You may have had a ride in an airplane. If you have, 
you have probably gone through a cloud. 
Sometimes airplanes fly high above the clouds. Have 
you ever heard an airplane and yet could not see it? 
You have probably walked through a cloud if you have 
ever climbed a mountain. 
Fog is a cloud on the ground. 
You have seen fog, in some places. 
Sometimes it is made up of tiny bits of water so thick 
, you could not see a foot ahead • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Look at an aquarium with a glass top. See droplets of' 
water gather on the glass top. You know that water 
evaporates and condenses. When the air at the top 
of' the aquarium is cooled, what happends? Tell how 
this something like what happens in a cloud. 
2. Make poster paint pictures of' the dif'f'erent kinds of' 
clouds. Write stories about them. Tell the kind, and 
how high or low it is in the sky. Tell what kind of' 
weather it brings. 
3· Make a big picture of' a cloud showing the dif'f'erent 
f'orms of' water in a cloud. 
4· You can make f'og by pouring a glass of' hot water into the 
bottle. Then put the ice cube on top of' the bottle. 
Put the bottle in f'ront of' a warm light. The warm 
damp air will rise. It will meet the cool air under the 
ice. water vapor in the warm damp air makes tiny 
drops of' water, as it is cooled. You will see f'og 
in the bottle. When warm damp air is cooled, f'og 
f'orms • 
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THE SUN~ HEAT AND LIGHT SUMMER AND WINTER 
The sun gives us light and heat. 
The sun shines through the air and warms the earth. 
The earth does not have heat and light of its own. 
The sun always shines even though we cannot always 
see it on cloudy days. 
The clouds act as a wall to block out the sunshine. 
We know that the sun shines longer and more direct 
on the earth in summer. 
We know that it takes our earth a year to travel once 
around the sun • 
The sun is close to some parts of the earth. In these 
places it is always hot. 
The sun does not warm all areas of the earth evenly. 
Some parts of the earth are always far away from the 
sun. Here, it is always cold. 
!; When the sun is close to the earth the suns rays shine 
!1 straight down. 
I' 
L Sun rays that shine on a slant do not give as much 
light or heat. 
In the winter, the sun is not high in the sky. Then, 
the sun does not shine straight down on the earth. 
When the days grow longer, the sun will climb higher 
• ' in the sky. Then it will be springtime, and there will be 
• 
• 
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1: more hours of daylight. 
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The sun will begin to shine straight down. 
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THE SUN HEATS THINGS ON THE EARTH UNEVENLY 
The sun does not warm all areas of the earth evenly. 
Of the following four places, which do you think would 
• warm up the quickest? 
Forest, field, sand, or ocean. 
Big bodies of water affect how hot or cold the land 
near them will be. 
During the day, the wind blows from the water over 
the land. 
It will make the land cooler in summer. 
It will make the land warmer in winter, than it would 
be if the water were not near. 
Water does not get as hot as quickly as land. 
In summer, the land gets warm fast. 
The water does not warm up fast. 
But in the winter, the land gets cool quickly. 
The water does not get cool quickly. 
Land heats up faster than water because it is darker. 
The sun heats only the surface of the earth. 
At the beach you can dig down into the sand and find 
it is cool. 
The sun heats all the water a little and not just its 
surface • 
That is why it heats up slower, but keeps its heat 
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ACTIVITIES 
Put a piece of black p~er on the window sill. Leave 
it there for five minutes and then feel of it. The 
black paper is like the earth. The heat piles up on 
it when left in the sunshine. If the paper was left 
for one minute it would not feel warm. Do you know 
when the sun shines longer on the earth, December or 
July? 
Set two pieces 
other white. 
piece do you 
of paper in the sunlight, one black and the 
After a few minutes feel of them. Which 
think will feel warm? Why? 
3· Set two cans in the sunlight. Fill one can with water 
and the other one with soil. Which one will become 
warm first? Which one will stay heated the longest? 
Take the two cans away from the sunlight and find out. 
What happened. Why? 
Try the same experiment with a piece of wool and a 
piece of tin. 
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TEMPERATURE AND EFFECTS OF THE SUN 
Do you know why places that are covered with snow do 
not get warm fast? 
What did you find out about the sun heating light and 
dark places? 
The heat of the sun warms the air and makes it move. 
The heat of the sun causes winds. 
Winds are caused by the unequal heating of two places. 
The sun causes water to evaporate. 
It causes most things to expand. (grow bigger) 
How does the air feel? 
Does it feel hot, warm, cold, or cool? 
The temperature tells how hot or cold the air is. 
We tell the temperature by looking at a thermometer. 
When the temperature is warm, the liquid in the glass 
tube expands (grows bigger) and pushes up in the tube. 
When the liquid stops rising, we read the number where 
j, it stops. 
' The number tells how many degrees the temperature is 
above or below zero on a Centigrade thermometer. 
When the temperature is cool, the liquid in the glass 
\, tube contracts (grows smaller) and pushes down in the tube. 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Do you know why places that are covered with snow do not 
get warm quickly? 
What did you find out about the sun heating light 
and dark surfaces? 
'' 2. Heat causes most things to expand. (grow bigger) 
3· 
Place a balloon over the top of a soda bottle. The 
balloon will hang limp. Put the bottle into a pan of 
hot water. The air in the bottle will become warm. 
Warm air expands and pushes up. Watch the balloon 
rise as it fills up with air. 
Get an empty jar that has a scrawcap. Screw the cap 
on hard so it cannot be opened easily. Now, put the 
cap of the jar under some running hot water. The cap 
will come off easily. What happened to the cap when 
it was heated? What is the cap made of? 
4• Place a thermometer in a hot dish of water. The hot 
water will cause the mercury inside the tube to expand. 
The mercury will push up into the tube. Talk about 
how air causes the mercury to push up or down. What 
; do you remember about air pressure? 
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THERMOMETERS AND THEIR USES 
The liquid in the thermometer may be mercury or alcohol, 
dyed a red color. 
The liquid expands when it is heated just as air expands 
when it is warm. 
Look at some of the different points of the thermometer. 
50° 70° aoo 900 
very cool warm very warm very hot 
Look at the temperature indoors and then outside. 
A good temperature for a room is 70°. 
The temperature is not the same in all parts of the 
same room • 
Where would the coolest place be. 
Think of what you know about how air moves. 
There are many kinds of thermometers. 
They are used for different things. 
The Fahrenheit and Centigrade thermometers are the two 
most common. 
Many ovens have thermometers on the door. 
We need to know the temperature of an oven when we bake. 
Many refrigerators have thermometers in them. 
The temperature must be cold but not too cold. 
We sometimes use a throat thermometer when we are sick. 
!: i' We find out if our body temperature is too high or low • 
J; Have you ever seen a car thermometer? 
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ACTIVITIES 
Make a cardboard thermometer. A piece of red ribbon and 
a piece of white ribbon will look like the glass 
tube and the mercury. Mark numbers on each s~e to 
show degrees. The red ribbon can be adjusted to 
show the temperature reading. 
Read the thermometer every day. Take the reading at 
the same time each day. Compare the reading on a 
cloudy day and a sunny day. Compare a thermometer 
on the north side of a house and one on the south 
side. 
To make sure that your thermometer is right do these 
experiments. 
Put some ice into a pan. 
Put the thermometer into the pan of ice. You should 
read the temperature as 320 Fahrenheit. 
The tiny circle (O) stands for the word degrees • 
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WEATHER IS DIFFERENT IN MANY PLACES 
Weather is always with us. But it is never the same. 
Right now in many different parts of the world, the weather 
is very different. Think of the natives in the jungles. 
i· They wear little clothes and live in grass huts because the 
\' ['weather is always warm. Far away the Es]f;imos, dressed in 
!'furs live in a land of ice and snow. 
Here in the United States many parts have great dif-
ferences in weather. Florida and California are states which 
are warm all year long. Many children that live there have 
never seen snow. States far to the north like Maine and 
4lt Vermont often have snow for four or five months of the year • 
• 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Make a collection of pictures showing weather in different 
parts of the world, and in different parts of the 
United States. 
2. Make a report on different countries telling the lowest 
and the highest temperature. 
3· Pick out several states in different parts of the United 
States. Find the lowest and highest temperature for 
each state • 
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WE HAVE SEASONS 
Even within a state the weather is not always the same. 
States far in the north have warm weather for a part of 
the year. States in the south have cooler weather for part 
: of the year. These parts of the year where the weather is 
different are called seasons. We have four seasons. They 
are summer, fall, winter, and spring. 
To understand what causes seasons we must remember 
that the earth revolves or travels around the sun. The earth 
is only one of nine planets going around the sun. It takes 
our earth about 365 days or one year to revolve around the sun • 
As the earth revolves, it rotates or spins around like 
a top, leaning over to one side and leaning always in the 
same direction. This turning of the earth takes 24 hours 
i' or one day. The rotation of the earth causes night and day. 
When it is night, we have turned away from the sun. When it 
is day, we are turned toward the sun. 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Cut two circles out of colored paper. Mark one earth 
and the other sun. Pin the earth circle on one child 
and the sun circle on another. The sun child stands 
in the center of the room while the earth child slowly 
walks around him. This shows how the earth revolves 
around the sun. Then have the earth child slowly 
turn himself around, at the same time circling around 
the sun. This shows the rotating and revolving of 
the earth. 
2. Find a globe. Mark an x with chalk on the United States. 
Pull down all the shades in the room and turn off the 
lights. Shine a flashlight on the United States. 
Slowly turn the globe half way around. The United 
States is not receiving any light. This is night. 
Now turn the globe again. The light is shining on 
the United States. This is day. 
3• Looking at a globe, list the countries that are having 
day while we are having night • 
4· Collect pictures to show each of our different seasons here in the New England States. 
Using a reference book, find the 
planets going around the sun. 
earth? 
names of the other 
Do they rotate like 
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WHAT CAUSES SEASONS 
As the earth revolves and rotates around the sun, some 
parts always receive the direct rays of the sun. These rays 
are very hot. These places are always hot. The equator 
receives the direct rays of the sun. 
Other places such as the North and South Pole receive 
~. the slanted rays of the sun. These rays do not give much 
heat. The North and South Pole are cold places. 
The lands between the equator and the poles receive 
i the direct rays of the sun for part of the year. 
i 
This is 
i 
: ,, 
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summer • Summer is a hot season. 
As the earth moves around the sun, the rays begin to 
slant. It is getting cooler. This season is autumn or fall. 
In the winter we are receiving the slanted rays of the 
sun. It is cold. Often we have snow. 
As the earth continues its journey, the rays become 
less slanted. The weather is getting warmer. This is spring. 
The snow melts off the ground. Flowers begin to poke their 
I 
1: I' leaves through the ground. 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Shine a flashlight directly on a piece or paper. Do not 
slant the flashlight. Notice the circle of light is 
small but very bright. Now hold the flashlight on a 
slant. The circle of light is smaller but not as 
bright. This shows the direct rays of the sun are 
i: brighter and give more heat than the slanted rays. 
2. 
3· 
4· 
Darken the room by pulling down the shades and turning off 
the light. Place a light in the center of the room. 
The light is the sun. Have a child hold the globe 
making sure the north pole is pointing toward an 
imaginary North Star. Have the child walk slowsly around 
the light rotating the globe. Notice how the United 
States receives direct rays part of the year. This is 
summer. As the rays begin to slant this is fall. When 
we receive the slanted rays, it is winter. As the 
rays begin to slant, it is spring. 
Have another child repeat the above experiment. This 
time watch to see how the equator always receives the 
direct rays of the sun and the North and South Pole 
always receive the slanted rays. 
Make a booklet or 
where you live. 
by weather, and 
chart showing the different seasons 
Include kinds or sports, work caused 
kinds of storms for each season. 
5. Using a globe find the places that the equator goes 
through • 
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WHAT CAUSES WEATHER 
The weather is different in all parts of the world. 
It is different in all parts of our own country. It changes 
from day to day. 
What causes weather2 If we stop to think about all 
the weather words we know, we could name many: hot, cold, 
rainy, snowy, cloudy, sunny. The weather man knows many 
more. With so many weather words, we might think our weather 
is caused by many things. But all of the different kinds 
of weather in all the world are caused by the work of three 
things~ air, water and heat. 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Write down all the weather words you know. Now put them 
in alphabetical order. 
2. Draw a picture to go with each weather word you have 
written down • 
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AIR IS ALL AROUND US 
Air is everywhere. We find it in glasses and cups 
and bowls. It is in desks and under chairs. It is between 
our fingers and toes. When we open our mouth to talk, air 
,, goes in. 
i• 
I' i! 
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Air is all around us. The room we are in is filled 
with air. Our home, our school, buses and cars are filled 
with air. When we walk or run or play, we are moving through 
air. When we wave our arms, we can feel it. 
We breathe air all the time. When we inhale deeply, 
we fill our lungs with it. We draw air into our lungs 
• about twenty times every minute. 
• 
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Air is all around the earth. Just as fish live in an 
ocean of water, we live in an ocean of air. 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Make a list of all the places air can be found. 
2. Think of all the places you were today, where you 
breathed air. Write them down. 
3· Using a reference book, read about lungs. Tell what our 
lungs look like. Draw a picture of them. Could we 
live with one lung? 
4• What animals have lungs? 
5. Why can't fish breathe air like us? 
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VOCABULARY 
extends 
dense 
troposphere 
stratosphere 
iono.sphere 
exosphere 
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AIR HAS LAYERS 
This ocean of air is part of our earth and extends hun-
dreds of miles above it. our air goes with the earth on 
its journey around the sun. 
We live on the bottom of this great air ocean. This 
layer of air, closest to the earth, is called the troposphere. 
It extends about ten mlles above the earth. 
This dense layer of air near the earth has dust and 
smoke and water vapor in it. In the troposphere are the storms' 
that destroy trees and houses, the sudden showers, the snows 
and sleet of winter. 
Above the troposphere is the stratosphere beginning at 
ten miles above the earth and extending to about fifty miles. 
Here there are no storms, few clouds and it is cold. 
Beyond this is the ionosphere. Air is very thin here. 
This layer has verJ little effect on our weather. 
The thinnest and furthest layer of air is the exosphere. 
Scientists know little about this layer of air •• 
" 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Draw a picture of the earth surrounded by its layers of 
air. Label each layer. 
2. Why couldn't we live in the stratosphere or ionosphere? 
3· What would pilots need if they flew in the stratosphere 
or ionosphere. 
~· Using a reference book find out if the other planets 
have a lyer of air around them • 
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oxygen 
carbon dioxide 
nitrogen 
water vapor 
dissolved 
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AIR IS MADE OF GASES 
The air around us is made up of gases. These gases are 
invisible; they cannot be seen. 
One or these gases is oxygen. This is an important gas 
because all living things need it. Fish use oxygen that is 
dissolved in water. Plants use oxygen to live. Animals need 
oxygen to live. Fire has to have oxygen in order to burn. 
We need oxygen to live. Our bodies are made to use the 
oxygen we breathe. We breathe in oxygen and breathe out 
carbon dioxide. 
Carbon dioxide is another of the gases in air. There 
is little carbon dioxide in the air, but it is a very important 
part of the air. During the day, plants take in carbon 
dioxide from the air and give off oxygen. 
Another of the gases in the air is nitrogen. More than 
three fourths of the air is made up of nitrogen. It is very 
important to plant growth. 
Hater vapor is also present in the air. Without it 
there could be no rain, no lakes, no rivers, no oceans and 
no life • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. To show plants need air to live, place a very small 
plant in a saucer filled with water. Then put a glass 
jar over the plant and saucer so that the rim of the 
jar rests firmly on the sill. Do not disturb for 
several days. After the plant has used the air in the jar, it will die. 
2. To show animals need air, place some bugs in a tightly 
closed bottle. See how fast they die without oxygen. 
To show fire needs the oxygen in air, 
a saucer. Light it and let it burn 
Place a glass jar over the candle. 
go out. 
place a candle in 
for a few minutes. 
The candle will 
4• Hold your nose with your fingers and at the same time 
keep your mouth closed. Notice that you cannot do 
this for a long time because you are stopping air from 
going into your lungs • 
5. Draw a picture to show people breathing in oxygen and 
breathing out carbon dioxide while the plants are 
taking in carbon dioxide and giving off oxygen. 
6. Make an alphabetical list of all the gases in the air. 
Circle the four most important ones • 
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AIR IS A REAL THING 
Although air is everywhere we cannot see it. It cannot 
be smelled or tasted either. It is hard to believe in some-
thing that we cannot see, but we know air is real because it 
takes up space, can be weighed, can be felt and sometimes 
heard. 
Think of an old paper bag. We can fill it with air by 
blowing into it. Air is taking up space in the bag. Other 
places where we can see air taking up space are balloons, 
tires on oars and rubber rafts. 
If we were to weigh an empty rubber ball, and then 
weigh it again after filling it with air, we would find that 
the ball filled with air would weigh more. Air has weight. 
The ball weighed more because of the air in it. 
If we were to fill a large balloon with air and then 
stick a needle in it, we would hear a loud pop. This would 
be the air that was rushing out. If we were standing very 
close to the balloon, we would be able to feel the air oome 
rushing out • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Hold an "empty" glass or bottle upside down in a pan 
or aquarium, filled with water. Push the glass straight 
down and do not tip it. Water will not go in it. 
Water cannot go into the glass until air comes out. 
The glass is not empty but full of air. 
2. Repeat the above experiment but put a handkerchief in 
the bottom of the glass. Push the glass straight down, 
and no water will enter the glass. The handkerchief 
will be dry. 
3· This time wrap matches in paper and crumple the paper 
so that it stays in the bottom of the glass. Push 
the glass straight down into the water. Then remove 
the paper and light it with the matches. 
4· Repeat one of the above experiments. But this time tip 
the glass as you put it in. The experiment will not 
work. As you tipped the glass, some air came out 
and the water took its place • 
5. Place a one hole stopper in a bottle. Place a funnel 
in the hole. Cover the stopper with clay to block air 
from coming out. Try to pour water into the bottle. 
Water stays in funnel because bottle is filled with 
air. Loosen cork. Air can escape and water will run 
into bottle. 
6. Collect all the things that you can put air in. Weigh 
each one. Then fill with air and weigh again. Write 
down how much each one weighed when empty and when 
filled with air • 
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AIR HAS PRESSURE 
The air all around us and extending many miles above 
the earth weighs so much that it is pressing on us. It 
presses on everyone and everything on this earth with great 
~orca. This pushing or pressing of the air is called air 
pressure. 
We do not feel the air pressing on us because it is 
pushing up and pushing down. It is pushing on all sides 
of us. It is pushing all around us. There is air inside 
of us pushing back. 
A book is easy to li~t because the weight of the air 
is pressing up at the same time it is pressing down. I~ 
the air below the book were taken away, it would be impossible 
to lift the book because of the air pushing down on it. 
Air pressure works for us in many ways. When we sip 
milk through a straw, we are really taking away some of the 
air in the straw. The air pressing on the milk, forces the 
milk up the straw and into our mouth. 
Air pressure also works for us in eye droppers, suction 
cups, and darts with suction cups at the tip • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Pour a half cup of water into a empty gallon varnish 
can. Heat it on a stove or hot plate until the water 
boils and a cloud of water vapor appears around the 
opening. Place a tightly fitting stopper in the can 
and set the can in cool water to cool off. Slowly 
the steam inside will change to water. In a short 
time, the can will be crushed. By boiling the water, 
we drove most of the air out of the can. The pressure 
inside. The can was crushed. 
2. Fill a glass with water. Press a card flat over the top 
of the glass. Hold it there f'or a minute. Turn the 
glass upside down holding the card in place. Take 
your hand away from the card. The air is pusDing up so 
hard on the card, it is keepinc; the water from falling 
out. 
3· Drop a burning match into a quart milk bottle. Place a 
hard boiled egg without its shell in the mouth of the 
bottle. The egg is bigger than the mouth of the bottle 
and will not fall through. The match soon goes out. 
The egg falls through the small openinc and drops to 
the bottom of the bottle. The burning match used some 
of' the air in the bottle. The rest of the air was 
forced out as warm air rl.ses. 'lhe egg kept air from 
getting in. The air pressing on the e~g was greater 
than the air in the bottle pressing out. The air 
pressure forced the egg in. If' you wish to remove the 
egg, it can be f'orced out by sucking on the mouth of' 
the bottle. 
4• Collect suction cups, eye droppers, and darts with suction 
cups at tip. Watch how they work. Can you explain 
how they work? 
5. Make a list of all the ways in which air pressure works 
for us. 
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AIR IS IN SOIL AND WATER 
Air is found in many places. It is found in soil and 
water. 
Earthworms, moles and other animals breathe the air that 
is in the soil. ~ink of the ground after a rainy day. 
Many times you will see earthworms on top of the ground. 
The rain has filled the air spaces in the soil and the earth-
worms are forced to come to the top of the ground. 
Air is found in water but we cannot use the air in 
water. Our bodies are not made to use it. That is why we 
choke and cough when we get water in our nose while swimming • 
Fish and other animals which live in oceans and lakes 
use the air in water. Fish have gills which use the air in 
the water. 
Water plants use the air in water as they grow • 
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ACTIVITIES 
Place some dry soil in a metal can. 
the soil. Watch carefully and air 
floating on the water. 
Then p:lUI' water on 
bubbl•3S can be seen 
2. Using a reference book, make a list of animals that use 
air in the soil. 
3· Wait for a rainy day. Watch to see if you can find 
earthworms coming to the top of the ground. 
4-• Let a glass of water stay on the windowsill. After a 
few hours you will see air bubbles on the top and 
side. 
5. Place some water in a pan. 
stove. As the water gets 
seen on the sides and top 
Heat it on a hot plate 
warm, air bubbles will 
of the water. 
or 
be 
6. Using a reference book, find all the sea animals that 
use air in water • 
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radiator 
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• WIND IS MOVING AIR 
The sun shining down on the earth heats the ground. 
When we walk barefooted on a hot sandy beach or on a cement 
sidewalk, we can feel the heat. The hot ground acts like a 
radiator by heating the air above it. As this air is heated, 
it becomes lighter and rises. Cold air which is heavier 
comes down to take its place. As this cold air is heated by 
the warm earth it too becomes lighter and rises, pushing 
down more cold air. This moving of air is called wind. 
When the air is just a little warmer than the cool air, 
the wind is small and often called a breeze. This might be 
• the moving of air from the shady side of the street, or from 
the cool water of a pond. 
• 
When the difference is greater, the air moves faster 
and the winds blow stronger. At the equator it is very hot. 
The air around the equator is quickly heated and rises. 
The North and South Poles are very cold. As the warm air from 
the equator moves quickly toward the Poles, the cold air from 
the North and South Poles rushes down to take its place. This 
is the cause of our big winds. 
The lightest breeze and the strongest winds are made 
by the moving and circling of air • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Fit a small rubber balloon over the mouth of an empty 
tonic or milk bottle. Place the bottle in a pan of 
water. Heat the pan on a hot plate. In a few minutes 
the limp balloon will partly fill and expand. The air 
in the bottle became heated and went up into the balloon. 
Warm air rises. 
2. Clap erasers over a hot radiator. Then clap them very 
close to the glass of a window on a cold day. When 
the erasers were clapped near the radiator, the chalk 
dust went up with the warm air. When clapped near 
the cold window, the chalk dust fell with the cold air. 
3· Sprinkle some powder in the palm of your hand. Hold your 
hand in a slanting position and tap the back of it. 
The grains of powder will fall to the floor. Now do 
the same thing above a heated light bulb. Most of the 
grains go up. Explain why • 
4· Find two empty milk bottles. Place one in the refriger-
ator to cool. Heat the other in warm water. Blow a 
little puff of smoke into the cold bottle. ~uickly 
cover the jar with a piece of cardboard. Then place 
the mouth of the hot jar down over the cardboard, 
exactly over the mouth of the cold jar. Have someone 
slowly remove the cardboard. Now look at the smoke. 
It stayed where it was in the cold bottle. Now turn 
the bottles upside down so the bottle with the cold 
air is on top. You will see the smoke and cold air 
drop quickly into the lower jar. Cold air is heavier 
than warm air. 
5. Take two milk bottles exactly the same size. Place one 
in the sun and the other in the refrigerator for half 
an hour. One now has warm air in it if you quickly 
cover the top. The other from the refrigerator has 
cold air in it. Weigh each bottle. Which is warmer, 
cold or hot air? 
6. Make your own wind. Roll newspaper tightly and fold it. 
Light one end and squeeze it into a milk bottle. 
Quickly place the bottle with the burning paper on the 
floor in front of an open refrigerator. Watch smoke 
curl around the floor. Now quickly go to the stove 
• and hold the bottle above lighted burner. Watch smoke 
:; 
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go to ceiling. Now turn and watch how the smoke 
from the refrigerator and smoke from the stove goes 
around the room from floor to ceiling. Cold air from 
the refrigerator is forcin,;;; the warmed air from the 
stove to go upward very quickly. A wind is formed • 
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WIND AS A FRIEND AND ENEMY 
Although we cannot see the wind, we can feel it and 
we can see the work it does. We can feel a cold wind, In 
the winter, it makes us shiver. In the summer, it cools 
us off. 
We can see the wind at work, blowing clothes on the 
line or making leaves stir on a tree. Sometimes the wind 
is a friend to us by helping us. Other times when it is not 
helping us it is an enemy. 
It is a friend when it dries our clothes, moves 
boats and windmills. It can help us by cooling us off and 
blowing smoke away from cities • 
Wind is an enemy when it spreads fires or blows away 
loose soil in the form of dust. Strong winds can cause harm 
by destroying trees and buildings • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Make a list of the times when wind is a friend and 
wind is an ememy. 
2. Draw pictures to show wind as an enemy and wind as 
a friend • 
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WINDS HAVE NAMES 
Our winds are caused by the warm air or the equator 
rushing to the Poles and pushing down cold air. 
The rotation or the spinning or our earth like a top, 
causes the winds to move in dirrerent directions. There-
rore, winds can blow rrom any direction: north, east, south 
or west. Winds are named ror the direction rrom which they 
blow. A south wind is a wind blowing rrom the south. 
When we hear on the radio, the wind today is an east wind, 
we know that the wind comes rrom the east • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Draw a picture to show the warm air of the equator 
moving to the Poles and the cold air of the Poles 
going to the equator. 
2. Find a large rubber ball. Pour colored water on it 
from an imaginary North Pole. Notice that the water 
will run straight down. Now spin the ball and pour 
the water on it !'rom the North Pole. Notice that the 
water runs in different directions. Our winds move 
in different directions because of the spinning or 
rotation of the earth. 
3· Using a reference book find the different wind belts 
of the earth. What wind belt is the United States in? 
191+ 
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tornadoes 
hurricanes 
cyclones 
typhoons 
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WIND STORMS 
When air moves slowly we call it a breeze. When it 
moves faster we call it a wind. Air that moves so fast that 
it damages things is called a storm. The names of some wind 
storms are: tornadoes and hurricanes or cyclones. 
Tornadoes are dark, funnel-shaped windstorms. They 
look like the trunk of an elephant, The wind swirling around 
inside the tornadoes is traveling hundreds of miles an hour. 
Whenever the funnel touches the ground it causes great 
damage. Tornadoes usually are found in the central part of 
the United States. But they have been reported in every 
• state in the United States. 
• " 
Hurricanes are sometimes called cyclones or typhoons. 
They are huge, whirling wind storms of enormous speed. 
The wind may have a speed up to two hundred miles an hour. 
Hurricanes usually come with heavy rain. Hurricanes begin 
over water but blow in over land causing great damage. 
Many people living in places where tornadoes or 
hurricanes happen, have built storm cellars. The cellars 
are beneath ground level. These windstorms cannot hurt 
them there • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Draw a picture or a tornado. 
2. Collect pictures or the damage a tornado has done. 
J. Using a rererence book rind the states which have 
tornadoes. Find what countries have tornadoes. 
4. Draw a picture of a hurricane. How is it dirrerent rrom 
a tornado? 
5. Viliat kind or damage does a hurricane do? 
6. Where do hurricanes usually occur? 
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WATER 
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liquid 
solid 
gaseous 
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WATER IS FOUND IN THREE FORMS 
Much of our earth is covered with water. Think of the 
mighty oceans, the many lakes, rivers and streams which 
cover it. 
Water is as important to us as air. Without it we 
could not live. Our body is more than two-thirds water. It 
is all through our body. Animals could not live without it. 
Fish and other sea animals use the air in water. Plants 
need water in order to grow. 
Water is found in three forms, liquid, solid and 
gaseous. The liquid form is the water we drink. A liquid is 
something we can pour from one thing to another. When water 
is cooled to below 32°F., it turns to ice or a solid. Think 
of how ice cubes are made. Water from the faucet is placed 
in a tray. The tray is put in the refrigerator. In a few 
hours, the water has changed to ice because the refrigerator 
was below 32°F. 
When water is heated, it turns into a gas called water 
vapor. A gas is invisible. If we heated a pan of water on 
the stove, the water would get very hot, boil and turn to 
water vapor • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Make a list of all the oceans on our earth. 
2. Trace a map of the United States. Label the important 
rivers, lakes and oceans. 
3. Write a report of the many uses of water. 
4. Using a dictionary write the meanings of these words: 
ocean, sea, river, lake, stream, and pond. 
5. Make a list of all the things you can think of that 
are solids, that are liquids, that are gases. 
6. Place a pan of water in a refrigerator. Find the 
temperature of the refrigerator. Check to see how 
long the water takes to turn into ice. 
7• Place a pan of water on the s~ve. Heat the water until 
it boils. Take the temperature of the water • 
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EVAPORATION 
When we hang wet clothes outside on a sunny day they 
dry quickly. Where does the water go? The water heated by 
the warm air changed into water vapor and went into the air. 
This changing or water into water vapor is called evaporation. 
We can say then that the water rrom the wet clothes has 
evaporated into the air. 
Evaporation is taking place all over the world. Where•er 
we have water, evaporation is taking place. Water evaporates 
rrom our oceans, lakes and rivers. It evaporates rrom damp 
soil, rrom wet blackboards and rrom wet grass. Water evapor-
ates rrom everything that is wet. 
Water evaporates more quickly rrom a wide broad surface 
than rrom a small narrow one. rr we place water in a tall, 
narrow bottle and in a saucer, and place them on the window 
sill, the water in the saucer will evaporate before the 
water in the bottle. 
Wind helps to speed evaporation. That is why fanning 
, a wet spot on the blackboard helps water to evaporate, why 
a windy day is a good clothes drying day, and why wind dries 
up wet pavements quickly. 
The warmer the air is the more quickly evaporation 
will take place. Warm air holds more water vapor than cold 
• air. That is why clothes will dry more quickly on a hot 
2~ -~· ' ~ - -
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sunny day. We also put wet clothes on a warm radiator so 
they will dry quickly • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Make a list of places where evaporation can take place. 
2. Fi.nd three containers with different size openings. One 
could be a tonic bottle, one a quart bottle, and one a 
saucer. Fill each with an equal amount of water. 
Watch to see how long each one takes to ev~orate. 
The water from the saucer should evaporate first 
because water evaporates more quickly from a wide, 
broad surface. 
3. Find two pieces of cloth the same size. ~vet them and 
squeeze out as much water as you can. Put one on the 
radiator to dry. Place the other in a cool place. 
The cloth on the radiator will dry first showing that 
heat helps water to evaporate. 
4. Heat a pan of' water on a stove. Before long the water 
will boil. If you leave the water boiling, it will 
all evaporate. Heat speeds evaporation • 
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CONDENSATION 
On a hot summer day we orten drink glasses or cold 
milk or tonic. While holding the glass, we might have noticed 
tiny drops or water on the outside. Where did it come rrom. 
It came rrom the air. As the air touched the cold glass and 
became cooled, some or the water vapor changed back into water. 
This changing or water vapor into water is called condensation. 
Condensation is the opposite or evaporation. 
We see many examples or condensation around us. When 
we enter a warm room arter being outside on a cold day, water 
will condense on our eyeglasses • 
There is only so much water on the earth. When the air 
is warm, the water evaporates into the air as water vapor. 
When the air is cooled, water comes out or the air as conden-
sation and goes back to earth. Water is f'orever travelling 
rrom earth to air and back again. 
Water vapor changing back into water can take many 
forms depending upon how cold the air is. These dirferent 
forms that condensation can take are called precipitation. 
Precipitation can be rain, snow, sleet, hail, dew, and f'rost • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Breathe on a piece of glass or mirror. Droplets of 
water will appear on the glass. ~l'his water came out 
of the air. 
2. Fill a metal measuring cup with cold water. Put ice 
cubes into the cup. Dry the outside of the cup. Tiny 
drops of water will appear on the outside. Where did 
the water come from? Add colored water to the cup 
to prove the cup did not leak. 
3. Make a U.st of places where you have seen condensation 
taking place • 
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D~ 
If we run across our lawn in the early morning before 
the sun comes up, we will notice that our shoes are wet. 
The water on our shoes is not rain but dew. What causes 
dew? 
At night when we turn away from the sun, the earth cools 
off. The water vapor in the air close to the earth becomes 
cooler, too. Then the water vapor condenses against any-
thing cool. It forms little drops of water on the cool 
grass, rocks, and plants. All night long the dew stays 
on cool things on the ground. In the morning, when the sun 
• heats the ground and the things on it, the dew evaporates 
back into the air • 
• '' 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. In what seasons of the year do we usually see dew? 
6 Draw a picture of your yard with dew on it. Would the 
sun be shining? 
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• FROST 
Many cold mornings in the winter on autumn, we look 
out our window to find the ground covered with a white coating. 
This white covering is cal~d frost. Story books often tell 
about an imaginary person called Jack Frost who has painted 
the ground, leaves and windows while we were asleep. 
We know that this is not true. Frost is made much 
the same way as dew. When the temperature is J2°F or below, 
the water vapor condenses not into water but ice. Frost 
condenses on many things, cars, windowpanes, leaves, the 
ground, and rocks. When the sun rises in the morning, the 
~ frost evaporates back into the air • 
• " 
I~ 
• 
ACTIVITIES 
1. List the parts or our country which usually have rrost. 
2. Tell the many ways rrost could be an enemy to man • 
• 
• .. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
RAIN 
What fun it is to walk through the rain on a warm spring 
day. The rain drops splash off our raincoat as we splash 
through puddles. What wonderful stories these raindrops 
could tell if they could only talk 1 They have travelled 
all over the earth and roamed through the skies. 
Raindrops start their journey in an ocean or lake 
or pond. Warm air causes them to change into water vapor and 
to go into air. Sometimes the water vapor is carried high 
in the sky by the air. When the water vapor cools up there, 
it condenses into tiny drops on grains of dust forming a 
cloud. As the cloud cools, the tiny drops come together to 
form larger drops called raindrops. vfuen the cloud is cool 
enough, and the raindrops are big and heavy, they fall to 
the ground. They are ready now to go on another journey • 
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ACTIVITIES 
l. Place a gallon jar in the refrigerator. Leave it there 
until it is cool. Heat some water in a tea kettle. 
Let it boil until steam comes out the opening. Place 
the cooled gallon jar over the spout. The steam or 
water vapor hittin~ the cool glass will change back 
into drops of water. This is how rain is formed. 
2. Rain is good for our earth. List all the ways it is 
helpful. 
3· Write a story of a raindrop starting with its falling 
to earth, its travels on the earth, and its going 
back to the air as water vapor. 
4• Draw pictures to go with your "Story of a Raindrop." 
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SLEET 
Sleet is really frozen rain. We usually have sleet 
storms in the winter. When raindrops come out of a cloud, 
they usually keep falling until they reach the ground. 
Sometimes when the weather is cold, the raindrops fall through 
a layer of very cold air near the earth. When this happens, 
the raindrops freeze into little bits of ice called sleet. 
It is not fun to be out in a sleet storm. The pieces 
of ice sting as they hit our face. Sleet makes driving a 
car very dangerous • 
• 
• 
a a 
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ACTIVITIES 
l. In what season do we usually have sleet? 
2. Draw a picture to show how rain is turned into sleet • 
• 
• 
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hailstone 
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HAIL 
We usually have hailstorms in the summer. Even on warm 
days, there may be a layer of cold air high above the ground. 
Sometimes raindrops on their trip to the earth are blown 
high up into a layer of cold air. They freeze into ice and 
start to fall. They fall through warm air and more water 
condenses on them. Again they are blown up into the cold air 
and another layer of ice freezes around them. Again and 
again they fall and are blown upward until they are too heavy 
to be carried by the wind and they fall to the ground. 
The more times the hailstone is carried up and down, 
the bigger it will be. 
Large hailstones can be dangerous. They can smash 
windows, destroy crops, and dent cars • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Draw pictures of a hailstorm. 
2. Wait until 
Cut them 
rings to 
the air • 
we have a hailstorm. Collect a few 
open and look at the rings inside. 
see how many times they were thrown 
hails tones. 
Count 
back into 
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SNOW 
Snow means coasting, snow ball fights, building snowmen. 
It means shoveling walks and driveways. Sometimes when the 
snow piles higher and higher, it means no school. 
Snow can be beautiful covering the ground and trees 
with a coating of white. It can be dangerous causing cars 
to slip and slide. 
Snow starts off as water vapor also. If the air is 
very cold, the water vapor in the clouds becomes so cold it 
freezes into bits of ice instead of tiny raindrops. Just 
as the drops of water come together to form raindrops, the 
bits of ice come together to make a snowflake. As the snow-
flakes fall to the ground, they make a soft, fluffy covering 
on the earth below • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. In what season do we have snow. In what months of the 
year does snow usually fall? 
2. Next time it snows, examine snowflakes under a 
magnifying glass. Notice how beautiful they are. 
3· Draw some snowflakes • 
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CUlUDS 
We know a cloud is made by water vapor condensing on 
gra:i.ns of' dust high in the air. Clouds can be made of' ice 
or rain depending upon how warm or cold the air is. Clouds 
can be any size or shape. They can cover the sky and keep 
the sun from shining through. Clouds even have names. The 
most important one are: cumulus, stratus, cirrus, and nimbus. 
Cumulus clouds are the big, white, f'luf'f'y clouds we 
see on a sunny day. What fun it is to watch them move across 
the sky. Sometimes they look like f'at white clowns or wooly 
white sheep • 
Stratus clouds are gray clouds that look like layers. 
They can cover the whole sky. They are of'ten only half' a 
mile above the earth. They are common in winter. 
Cirrus clouds are white and of'ten look like f'eathers. 
They are high in the sky. They are made of' pieces of ice. 
Cirrus clouds move very quickly. 
Nimbus clouds are thick and gray. They are storm clouds. 
They usually bring rainy or snowy weather. 
Sometimes clouds are f'ormed very close to the ground. 
We call a cloud that is close to the ground f'og. 
Fog is very dangerous. People driving a car cannot see 
the road through the f'og. Pilots cannot land their plane in 
f'og. Large ships go slowly in the f'og and blow a f'og horn 
to let other boats know they are there. 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Make your own cloud. Find a milk bottle. Let a raw 
drops or water from the faucet drop into the dry bottle. 
Light a wooden match and let it burn inside the bottle.· 
Then blow into the bottle. You will see a cloud form. 
It has formed around the dust particles from the smoke 
or the burned match. 
2. Using cotton and colored paper make each type or cloud. 
Label each one. 
3· Using oaktag make a cloud chart. Mark the type or cloud 
for each day of the week. 
4• Draw a picture of a foggy day. 
5. List all the ways fog can be dangerous • 
.! 
i! 
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VOCABULARY 
temperature 
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HEAT COMES FROM THE SUN 
The sun shining down on the earth gives us our heat. 
The sun is very tar away. Its rays travel a long way to 
the earth. 
We can feel the sun•s heat. The sun can burn us if 
we are not careful. Many people have been sunburned by 
the rays of the sun. 
The sun is like a giant furnace heating our earth. 
The sun•s rays beating down heat our earth. The ground becomes 
very warm and heats the air above it. The temperature of 
air has a great effect on our weather. It decides whether 
we will have snow, rain or sleet. It is the cause of winds • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Using a book about planets read about the sun. Answer 
2. 
these questions. 
Make a 
it. 
they 
How big is the sun? 
How far away is it? 
How hot is it? 
chart of the sun with the planets going around 
Think about the size of the planets, the order 
are in, and their distance from the sun. 
3· Place a piece of black paper on a window ledge. Make 
sure it is in front of a window through which the sun•s 
rays are coming in. The black paper is like the earth, 
the window window we can see through is like our air. 
Let the sun hit the paper for at least 30 minutess. 
Then feel the warm or hot paper and the cool window. 
This is much like the sun's rays coming through our 
atmosphere • 
4-· Write a report telling what our earth would be like 
without the heat from the sun • 
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HEAT MAKES THINGS EXPAND 
Sometimes while washing dishes in hot water a glass 
will crack and break. The hot water caused it to expand. 
Expand means to grow bigger. 
Heat makes many things expand. Air expands when 
it is heated. On hot summer days, people who have cars 
sometimes have blowouts. The air inside the tire became 
heated and started to expand. It pushed against the tire 
until it round a weak spot. 
All kinds of metal expand when heated. Ir we have 
trouble taking a metal cover off a jar, we can run hot water 
on the cover. The hot water will cause the metal cap to 
expand and we will be able to take the cover off easily. 
The men who built steel bridges must remember that 
steel and other materials used in the bridge will expand. 
They must leave room in every bridge ror the steel to expand. 
Water will also expand. If we rill a pan to the very 
top with water and heat it, the water will expand and spill 
over the side. 
Heat makes things expand or grow bigger. Cold will 
make them grow smaller or contract. In the summer telephone 
wires will sag because they have expanded in the heat. In 
the winter the wires do not sag. The cold air has made them 
contract • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Think of all the things that can expand. Test some of them. 
2. Tie one end of a wire to a small rock. Tie the other 
end of the wire to a stand so that the rock will swing 
back and forth without touching the table top. Now 
heat the wire with a candle, moving the flame up and 
down along the wire. The wire will expand or grow 
longer. Now try and swing the rock. It will hit 
the table. 
3· Fill a bottle to the very top with colored water. Place 
a one hole stopper in the mouth of the bottle. Place 
a straw through the hole in the stopper. The lower end 
of the straw should not extend inside the bottle. 
Heat the bottle by placing it in a pan of hot water. 
The water will expand, and go up into the tube. Now 
place the bottle in cold water. It will contract and 
go back into the bottle • 
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HEAT IS MEASURED BY A THERMOMETER 
We can tell from the way we feel whether the air is 
hot or cold. We do not know just how hot or cold it is unless 
we measure the heat in the air. We measure air with a ther-
mometer. A thermometer tells us the temperature of the air. 
We read it in degrees. If a day is warm, we might hear the 
weather man say the temperature is 84 degrees. 
A thermometer is made of a tube of glass filled with a 
colored liquid, usually mercury or water. outside of the 
tube are lines and numbers showing the degrees. In a mercury 
thermometer, the mercury heated by the warm air expands. It 
has no place to go except up the tube. It will only go as 
far as the temperature of the air. 
When the mercury is cooled it contracts and goes down 
the tube. Contract is the opposite of expand. 
There are many kinds of thermometers. They are used 
for many things. A doctor uses a thermometer to take our 
temperature. Scientists use thermometers in their experiments. 
Weather men use thermometers to predict the weather. 
The thermometer used in the United States is called 
the Fahrenheit thermometer. It was named after a scientist 
named Fahrenheit. On the Fahrenheit thermometer, the freezing 
temperature of water is 32 degrees. The boiling temperature 
of water is 212 degrees • 
. :~ 
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Another scientist named Celsius begain marking 
thermometers in another way. He called his thermometer, 
the Centigrade. The Centigrade thermometer although not 
used in the United States is used in roreign countries • 
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ACTIVITIES 
Make your own thermometer from cardboard and red ribbon. 
Have your thermometer start at ten degrees and go up 
to 80 degrees. Every line stands for two degrees. 
Mark freezing at thirty two degrees and boiling at 
two hundred and twelve degrees. A red ribbon can stand 
for the mercury. 
Draw a picture of both thermometers. Mark them both 
showing the freezing and the boiling point. 
Keep a temperature chart. Every day at the same time 
take the temperature of the air outside. 
Place one thermometer as close to the ceiling as you can. 
Do not put it near a light. Put the other on the floor. 
Leave them there for an hour. Read each thermometer. 
Which is the highest? Can you explain why? 
Using a reference book read about Fahrenheit and Celsius. 
Write a report about each • 
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HEAT WORKS FOR US IN MANY WAYS 
Heat does many things to change our weather. Heat 
makes water evaporate. If heat did not make water evaporate 
into water vapor, we would have no clouds, no rain or snow. 
Heat causes warm air to expand and hold more moisture. 
It helps to speed up evaporation. 
Heat coming from the sun warms the earth which in turn 
heats the air above it. The heating and moving of air 
causes our winds • 
• 
~1 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. List all the ways heat works for us. 
2. Draw pictures to go with your list 
3· Besides the sun, what are other things that give us heat? 
• 
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WEATHER CAN BE FORECASTED 
If we plan a picnic for the week-end, we would like to 
know if the weather will be sunny. When we leave for school 
on a cloudy morning, we would like to know if it is going to 
rain. Airline Companies like to be warned about approaching 
storms. Farmers like to know if they can expect rain for 
their crops. 
All over the world, many people for different reasons 
would like to know about changes in weather before they 
happen. 
We can learn about expected changes in weather from 
reading weather forecasts in newspapers or hearing them on 
the radio. These forecasts are made by weathermen working 
for the United States Weather Bureau • 
• 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. List all the people in different occupations who need 
to know the forecast. 
2. Make a forecast chart. Collect weather forecasts from 
the newspaper. Mount them on oaktag. Put a star 
under each forecast that was correct. 
3· Keep a calendar record of the weather for a month. Use 
a large sheet of construction paper. Draw evenly 
measured lines making a square for every day of the 
month. Color in small pictures of the weather for 
each day • 
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-THE WEATHER BUREAU 
The weather bureau has its central office in Washington, 
D.C. Large cities throughout the United States have weather 
stations. Twice each day weather stations all over the 
United States, plus ships in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, 
as well as stations in foreign countries, telegraph their 
weather observations to the United States Weather Bureau 
in Washington, D.C. 
The Weather Bureau using all the information it 
receives is able to do many things for us. They are: making 
weather maps and forecasting the coming weather, forecasting 
flying conditions, sending out storm warnings and keeping 
records of the weather. 
• 
• 
• ;; 
ACTIVITIES 
1. Write to the United States Weather Bureau ror inrormation 
about: weather mapa, weather symbols, a record or two 
week's weather. 
2. Make a chart and label the correct weather symbols as 
used on the United States weather mapa. 
J. Make your own weather map. Copy the correct symbols. 
Trace a map or the United States. Paste symbols on 
your map. 
4• Collect weather maps ror a week. Paste them on oaktag • 
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THE WEATHERMAN 
The weatherman has a very important job. He must study 
many years to be able to do his job well. The weatherman 
studies the science or the air. This is called Meteorology. 
Berore the weatherman makes his rorecast, he must know 
many things. He must know the air pressure, the direction 
and strength or the wind, the temperature, the humidity or 
amount or water vapor in the air, the amount or cloudiness, 
and the amount or rain or snow. 
The weatherman can not guess at these things, He must 
use instruments to measure them exactly. One instrument 
that both the weatherman and we can use is a thermometer • 
This is used to rind the temperature or the air • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Invite a weatherman to your class. Have him tell all 
about his job. 
2. Listen to the weatherman on radio and television • 
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WEATHER INSTRUMENTS 
The weather man uses a barometer to find the pressure 
of the air. Air pressure changes slightly from day to day. 
Scientists have found that when the air pressure is getting 
less, the weather is likely to be cloudy. If the pressure is 
getting greater, the weather is likely to be clear. There 
are two kinds of barometers: a mercury barometer and an 
aneroid barometer. We can use an aneroid thermometer in our 
home. 
Wind directions are found by a wind vane. A wind vane 
points to the direction ~rom which the wind is coming. 
lhe strength of the wind or its velocity is measured 
by an anemometer. The anemometer is made of little cups 
which catch the wind. The harder the wind, the faster the 
cups move. 
The weatherman uses many kinds of thermometers to find 
the lowest and highest temperature. 
The humidity or amount of water vapor in the air is 
measured by a psychrometer and a hygrometer. If they measure 
little water vapor we say the humidity is low. 
Water and snow are measured by a re.in gauge. This tells 
us how much rain or snow has ftilen. 
Weathermen also use weather balloons to find weather 
conditioDs high above us. 
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The weatherman after getting information from all his 
instruments, makes a weather map. Then checking conditions 
from his weather balloons, he is ready to make his weather 
forecast • 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Make a barometer chart. Vsing an aneroid barometer, take 
a baromAter reading every oay at the same time. 
Z Visit a weather station. Notice all the instruments the 
weather man uses • 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
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3· 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Add to this manual by extending the stories and 
activities on Weather into the Intermediate grades. 
Prepare an objective test at each grade level to evaluate 
the effectiveness of this manual. 
Prepare similar manuals on other topics in science. 
Test and evaluate this manual by using it with a group 
of gifted children in the classroom. 
Make a similar manual for the slow learning children 
in the classroom. 
Make a study to determine if gifted children are keenly 
interested in science. 
Prepare a teachers manual to coincide with the stories 
and activities in this manual, by adding additional 
information and illustrations • 
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APPENDIX A 
NEW SCIENCE VOCABULARY GRADE II 
• 
activities cycle happened adjusted cyclone harvest affects heat alcohol December hibernate aquarium degrees hurricane areas depends 
autumn dew important average direction instead directly light balance disappeared lighter beam ditches liquid bicycle divided blossom dramatize mercury bodies droplets migrate boil dyed minutes bonfire 
mini>or Bureau earth aotion bottle easel mountain bounce effects breathe electric observe bubbles electricity oceans bulletin empty orchard 
equals Oxygen causes eraser 
ceiling evaporate patterns Centigrade evaporation picnics chalkboard expands piece checks experiment pleasant Cirrus poured climate Fahrenheit precipitation clouds faucet presses compare Florida pressure condensation fog 
condense force radiator condenses forms reason contracts freeze refrigerator crawl frost region creative furnace rising crocus 
rotates crystals gale rubbers cube gases ruin Cumulus globe 
cushion gravity • " 
• 
• 
• 
scientists 
screw 
seasons 
shadows 
shine 
shower 
size 
sleet 
smoke 
snow:f'lakes 
soapy 
soil 
solid 
sour 
sparkles 
spoil 
stations 
steam 
straight 
Stratus 
studies 
suit 
summer 
sunshine 
sur:f'ace 
swimming 
temperature 
thermometer 
throat 
through 
tilt 
tipped 
tornadoe 
toward 
travel 
tube 
tulips 
turning 
underneath 
unequal 
unevenly 
United States 
NEW SCIENCE VOCABULARY GRADE II 
(continued) 
vacation 
vacuum 
warnings 
water vapor 
weather 
Weathermen 
weight 
wheels 
whirlpool 
wind 
winter 
_:_- _--:;;:;--. --
• 
NEW SCIENCE VOCABULARY GRADE III 
anemometer imaginary velocity 
aneroid inhale Vermont 
A.tlan tic instruments 
ionosphere water vapor 
barometer weather 
krypton weather bureau 
California 
carbon dioxide liquid xenon 
Celsius 
Centigrade Maine 
cirrus mercury 
condensation Meteorology 
contract moisture 
cumulus 
cyclones natives 
neon 
degrees nimbus 
dense nitrogen 
dew 
• 
dissolved oxygen 
precipitation 
earthworm pressure 
enemy psychrometer 
equator 
Eskimo radiator 
evaporation resolve 
expand rotate 
extends rotation 
Farenheit scientist 
. Florida season 
forecast sleet 
frost solid 
stratosphere 
gauge stratus 
gaseous 
gills telegraph 
temperature 
hailstones thermometer 
helium tornado 
humidity troposphere 
hurricane typhoons 
hygrometer 
• ' 
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CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR MEANING SERIES 
a and banged 
Aari Andy bank Abbie angry bar 
able animal barbecue 
about Ann bark 
above announcer barn 
account annoys basket 
accuse another bathroom 
acorn answered batter 
• 
across anxious battery 
act any be 
actor anything bear 
add apart beard 
admitted appear beast 
a:fraid apples beat A:frica apron beauti:ful 
a:fter are because 
a:fternoon arm bed 
again army bee 
against around been 
age arrive be :fore Agnes as beg 
agree ashamed began 
ah ask begin 
aim asked begun 
air at behave 
airplane ate behind 
alarm attacked believe 
all attention bell 
allay-oop attracted belong 
allows audience bend 
almost autumn Benedek 
alone awake bent 
along away berries 
already beside 
also babies best 
always back better 
• 
am bag Betsy 
amazed bad Betty America bakery between 
among ball beyond 
amount balloon bicycle 
amusements band big 
an 
;1 
• 
• 
• 
CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR MEANING SERIES 
(continued) 
bigger brown care 
Bill brushing careful 
bird buckskin carpet 
birthday buds carrots 
biscuit bugs carry 
bit build case 
bite built cash 
black bulldog cast 
blame bumble cat 
blanket bumch catch 
block bundle caught 
blossom buried causing 
blow burn cent 
blue bus Centerville 
board bushes certain 
boat business chain 
Bob busy chair 
boiler but chance 
bone butcher change 
book butt charged 
boomer butter Charles 
born buttons charming 
borrow buy chase 
Boston by batter 
. both check 
bother cab cheerful 
bottom cabins cherry 
bought caboose chickens 
bounce cage chief 
bow cake child 
bowl calf children 
box California Chimp 
boy call chimpanzee 
branch called Chinese 
bravery calm choose 
bread came chop 
break camp chose 
breakfast can chuckled 
breath canaries Cinder 
bridge candy circle 
bright cannon circus 
bring oan•t city 
broke cap claim 
broom cape clang 
brother oar clapped 
brought card class 
:; 
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CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR MEANING SERIES 
(continued) 
clean correct delight 
clear cost desire Clem cottage desk 
clever could Dick 
climb couldn 1 t did 
clippers count didn 1 t 
clock country difference 
close courage different cloth course dig clothes cousin ding cloud covered dinner clown cow dipped coach cowslips direct coal crack direction coat crazy dirty cocoa cream disappear coffee creature discover cold crept dish color crew distance 
colt cried do combing crocodile doctor come cross does comfortable crowd doesn't coming cup dog commas curious dollar common curtain done company customers dong compared cut don •t compete door complained daddy Dorothy 
complete dairy Dot 
concerned Daisy Dot 1 s 
cone dance doubled confess danger doubted 
confused Daniel down contented dare Dr. contentment dark dragon 
continue dashing drank contrary daughter draw cook day dreary cookies dear drew cool decide drink copper declared dripping 
corn deep drive 
corner delicious 
~ ~---- - -~n::---
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CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR MEANING SERIES 
(continued) 
drop example fill 
drove except finally 
drown excited find 
dry exclaim fine 
Duchess expect finger 
Duke experiment finish 
dumb explain fire 
during express first 
extra fish 
each eye fit 
eager eyebrows five 
ear fix 
early face flames 
earn facts flash 
earth failed flea 
easy fair flew 
eat :fairy flies 
edge :fall :floor 
Eemi family flopped 
egg :famous :flowers 
eight far :fly 
either farm :fog 
elephant Farrington foghorn 
eleven :farther :follow 
el.f :fast :food Ella faster :foolish Ellis fat :footman 
else :father :for 
empty :fault force 
end :favorite :forest 
enemies :feather :fork 
engine fed :forms 
engineer feed fort 
enjoy feel :forth 
enough :feet forty 
entered fell :forward 
escaped :fellow found 
especially :felt :four 
even fence :fourth 
event :few :fox 
ever field frame 
every :fiercely Freddy 
everybody :t'i:t'th free 
everything fi:rty :freight 
exactly :figure fresh 
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• CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR ~~ING SERIES (continued) 
Friday Grantville hello 
friend grape help 
frightened grass hen 
fringe gray her 
from great here 
front green Herr 
fruit grew herself 
full grin hiccups 
fun groceries hide 
funny ground high 
furniture group higher 
grow hill 
game growl him 
garden grundy himself 
gasped guess hind 
. gate guns Hiram 
gather his 
gave habit hit 
gay had hitch 
• 
gaze hair hodges 
geese half Hofus 
gentlemen hand hold 
George handle hole 
get hang home 
gift happen honey 
gingerbread happiness hoofs 
giraffe happy hop 
girl harbor hope 
give hard hornets• 
glad harder horse 
glass harm hose 
glittering has hot 
go hasn r t hound 
goat hat hour 
gobble hated house 
godmother have how 
goes haven• t Huber 
going hay huge 
golden he human goldfish head humming 
gone hear hundred 
good heard hung 
got heart hungry grant heavy hunted 
Granny heel hurdy-gurdy 
• 
grand held hurry 
----~--~ ---:; 
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• CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR ME~iiNG SERIES (continued) 
hurt jelly language 
husband Jemima large 
Hyacinth Jeremiah last 
Jim latched 
I job late 
ice Jody laugh 
I'd Joe lay 
idea John lazy 
if joke lead 
I' 11 Jonathan lean 
I'm joy.ful leap imagine judge learn immediately juggle least impatiently jumbo leather important jump leave impossible jumped led in jungle left inch just leg indeed lemonade 
• 
Indian kangaroo lend inn Katy length inquired keep less insects kept lesson insist key let instead kicked letter interest kill lettuce into kind life invisible king lif't invite Kipp light is kitchen like island kite line isn 1 t kitten lion 
it knees list 
items knew listen 
I'Ve knitting little 
knock live 
Jack know lizards jacket loaded jail ladder loat' jam lady local 
Jane laid lock 
Janet lake loggers' jar lamb long 
Jazbo lamp longer 
• 
Jefferson land look 
··- - ----- ----~---- - ··-· -----~- _::_____- ---~--~-- - -- ---- ----------- - ::. -- --·------- ---------------
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CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR MEANING SERIES 
(continued) 
looked meet my 
looking melted mystery 
lop men nail 
lopes Menches name 
Lord merry Nardy 
lose messenger narrator 
lost met narrow 
lot middle Nathan 
loud midnight near 
Louis might neat 
loves mike necessary 
low mile neck 
lucky milk need 
lumber mind needle 
lunch mine neighborhood 
Minelli neighbors 
ma minute neither 
ma 1 am mirrors nest 
mad mischief net 
made miss never 
magic mistake new 
mail mitten next 
main moment nibble 
majesty Monday nice 
make money Nick 
man mongrels nickel 
managed monkey night 
many month nix 
mark more no 
market morning nod 
marry most noise 
marsh mother none 
Martha motorman Noodle 
master mountain nor 
matches mouth nose 
matter move not 
may Mr. nothing 
maybe Mrs. notice 
mayor much notion 
me mud now 
meadow Muir number 
meal mule 
mean mumps oak 
meant music oatmeal 
meat must ocean 
mustaches of 
___ ;;_--
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• CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR MEANING SERIES (continued) 
i ot:f party pleasure 
: offer pass plenty 
ot:fice passenger plow 
often paste pluck 
oh pasture pocket 
oil patch point 
old patient poked 
on path pole 
once patter police 
one paused politely 
only pawing poor 
open pay pop 
or peach porch 
orange peanut possible 
order Peasley post 
orioles peddler potatoes 
ostrich peeking pounds 
Oswald pen pour 
other pencil power 
ouch penny practice 
• 
ought people praise 
our perched prefix 
ourselves performance preparing 
out perhaps present 
oven person pretend 
over pet pretty 
owl pick prince 
own picnic princess 
picture print 
pa pie prize 
pack piece probably 
page pig problem 
paid pile promise 
pail pin property 
paint pinch protect 
pair pipe proud 
palace pitcher proved 
pan pitter puft: 
paper place pull 
parade plain pulled 
parentheses plan punish 
parents plant puppy 
park platform pure 
parrots play push 
par' t pleasant purple 
• 
partner please put 
puzzle 
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CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR MEANING SERIES 
(continued) 
quarreling ribbon sam 
quarters rich same 
queen rid sand 
queer riddles sandwich 
question ride sang 
quickly riding sat 
quiet right Saturday 
quite ring save 
ripe saw 
rabbit river sawmill 
race road say 
radio roar scampered 
rage roast scared 
ragged robbed scattered 
railroad robe scene 
rain Robert school 
raise rock scissors 
ran rode scold 
rang Roger scooter 
Ranger roll scowled 
rapidly roof scratch 
raspberries room screamed 
rather rooster sea 
reach root searched 
read rope seasons 
ready rosy seat 
realize round second 
really rows see 
reason rubbing seed 
Reba ruffle seem 
receive rules seen 
recognized run selfish 
record running sell 
red rush send 
refuse Ruzhonka sense 
remained sent 
remarkable sad sentence 
remember safe serious 
rent safety servant 
repeated said set 
reply sailor settled 
report Saint seven 
rest sale several 
return Sally sew 
reward salt shadow 
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• CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR ME&~ING SERIES (continued) 
shaking skinks spoke 
shall skunk spot 
shape sky spread 
she sleep spring 
sheep sleeves square 
sheet slept squawk 
she l.t' Slick squealed 
shell slipped squirrel Shep slow stage 
shine small stairs 
ship smart stake 
shirt smell stall 
shocked smile stand 
shoe smoke stars 
shook snails start 
shop Snapp state 
shore snapping statements 
short Snick station 
shot sniff'ed stay 
• 
should Snipp stealing 
shoulders snow steam 
shout Snurr steep 
shoveled so steer 
show sobs stem 
shew er sort step 
shrunk soil stick 
shut sold still 
sick soldiers stockades 
side solve stocking 
sight some stolen 
sign somebody stone 
signal somersault stood 
silent something stool 
sill son stop 
silly song stopped 
silver soon store 
simple sorry stories 
since sound storm 
sing speak story 
single special stove 
sir speed straight 
sister spend strange 
sit spice streak 
six spied street 
sixteen spill stretch 
• 
size spoil strike 
-------· 
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UUJIULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR MEANING SERIES 
(continued) 
string 
stripe 
strong 
struggled 
stuck 
stump 
stupid 
sturdy 
success 
such 
sudden 
sugar 
suggested 
suit 
sulked 
summer 
sun 
supper 
supplies 
suppose 
sure 
surprise 
suspected 
sweep 
sweet 
swept 
swing 
switches 
syllable 
Sylvie 
table 
tail 
take 
taken 
tales 
talk 
tall 
Tandy 
tapped 
taste 
teacher 
tears 
tease 
teeth 
telephone 
tell 
ten 
Tennessee 
tent 
test 
than 
thank 
that 
the 
their 
them 
then 
there 
these 
they 
they'll 
thick 
thief 
thing 
think 
third 
this 
those 
though 
thought 
three 
threw 
through 
throw 
Thursday 
tickets 
tidy 
tie 
tight 
till 
timber 
time 
Timothy 
tinkled 
tiny 
Tip 
tired 
to 
toast 
toe 
together 
told 
Tommy 
tomorrow 
Tony 
too 
took 
Toosey 
tooth 
Toozle 
top 
touch 
toward 
tower 
town 
toy 
tracks 
tractor 
trade 
traffic 
train 
trait 
trap 
travel 
treated 
tree 
trembled 
trick 
tried 
trip 
trolley 
trotted 
trouble 
trousers 
truck 
trudge 
true 
trunk 
trust 
try 
tube 
Tuesday 
tune 
turn 
Turnip-seed 
twelve 
twenty 
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CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR MEANING SERIES 
(continued) 
twice watch wind twig water window twin wave wings two way wink 
we winter 
ugly weak wipe 
umbrella wear wire 
uncle weather wise 
under wedding wish 
unhappy Wednesday wished 
unless week wishes 
until weep wishing 
up well with 
upward we•ll woke 
us went wolf' 
use were woman 
usually we•re women 
wet won 
vacation we 1 ve wonder!'ul 
vegetable what won•t 
very wheels wood 
village when \'10 odshed 
violet where wool 
visit whether word 
voice v.h ich wore 
vowel while work 
whimpered world 
wafers whip worried 
wag Whiskers worse 
wagon whisper worth 
wait whistle would 
walk white wouldn't 
walking who wrap 
wall whole wrinkled 
wand whose write 
wander why wrong 
want wick 
wanted wicked yard 
war wide year 
warm wife yellow 
warn wiggled yes 
was wild yet 
w~sh will you 
wasn't Willie you•ll 
waste win young 
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CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR READING FOR MEANING SERlE~ 
(continued) 
your 
you 1 re 
you•ve 
zebra 
zoo 
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APPENDIX C 
CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION 
SERIES 
a asleep bell 
able at belong 
about ate below 
above aunt Benny 
across automobile berries 
act away best 
afraid awful better 
after Betty 
afternoon babies between 
again baby bicycle 
against back big 
ago band bigger 
ahead bag biggest 
air bake Bill 
airplane baking BUly 
all ball bird 
almost balloon birthday 
alone band bit 
along bang bite 
already bank black 
also bark blew 
always barn block 
am basket blow 
among be blue 
an bear board 
and beat boat 
angry beautiful Bobby 
animal beaver boil 
Ann became book 
answer because both 
any become bother 
anybody bed bottom 
apart bee bought 
appear been bow 
apple before bow-wow 
apron began box 
are beg boy 
arm begin branch 
around behave brave 
as behind bread 
ask believe breakfast 
• 
• 
• 
CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR THE ,CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES 
(continued) 
breath caught cookie brick cave cool bridge caw corn bright certainly corner bring chair could brother chance count brought chase country brown chatter course buh cheese cover buggy chicken cow build child crack bump children crash bumpety chimney crawl bunch chin cream bunny Chip crept burn chipmunk cried bus chocolate cries bush Christmas croak busy Chuckle cross but churn crow butter circle crowd button circus crown buy city crumb buzz clam cry by clapped cub Claus cup 
cabbage clean cupboard 
cabin clever cut 
cage climb 
cake clock dance 
calf close dancing 
call cloth danger 
came clothes dare 
can clover dark 
candy clown dash can• t cluck daughter 
cap coat David 
car coin day 
care cold dear carei'ully colder decide 
carried color deep 
carry come deer cart coming desk 
cat complain detour 
catch cook Dick 
• 
CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR THE CURRICULUM FI:JUNDATION SERIES (continued) 
did eight i'elt 
didn't either renee 
different elephant t'ew 
dig elevator fiddle 
digging eleven field 
dime elf fierce 
dinner Ellen t'it'th 
dirt else t'ight 
disappear empty !'ill 
dive end finally 
do enemy t'ind 
doe engine fine does enjoy finish dog enough fire doll errand t'irst 
Don even !'ish done evening t'i ve 
don 1 t ever t'ix 
• 
door every flame 
down everybody !'lapping 
dozen excite flat 
draw eye flew 
dress flood 
drew face floor 
drink fair flour 
drive fairy flower 
drop fall Flut'fytail 
drove t'amily fly 
drum i'ancy t'ollow 
dry i'ar t'ood 
duck !'arm fool 
during r•rmer foolish 
dust .farther foot fast !'or 
each fasten forest 
ear !'aster f'orget 
early fat forgot 
earn father forth 
earth fawn forward 
Easter feather found 
easy feed four 
eat feel fox 
eaten feet 
.free 
• 
edge fell Friday 
egg fellow friend 
.. 
.. 
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CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES 
(continued) 
f'riendly grassy held 
f'righten gray he•ll 
frisky great hello 
frog green help 
from grew helper 
front groceries hen 
frosting grocery her 
fruit ground here 
full grove herself 
fun grow hid 
funny growl hide 
fur grown hiding 
gruff high 
gallop grumble hill 
game grunt him 
garden guess himself 
gate guest hind 
gave his 
gay had hit 
geese hair hitch 
get half'way hive 
getting Hall ho 
gift Halloween hoe 
giraffe hammer hog 
girl hand hold 
give handkerchief hole 
given hang holly 
glad happen home 
glance happy honey 
glass hard honk 
gnaw harder hop 
go hardly hope 
goat has horn 
gobble hat horse 
goes hate hot 
golden have hotter 
gone having hour 
good hay house 
good-by he how 
goose head huge 
got hear Hulda 
grabbed heard hundred 
grandi'ather heavy hung 
grandmother he 1 d hungry 
grass heel hunt 
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CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES 
(continued) 
hurry kitchen load 
hurried kitten loa:f' 
hurt kitty lock 
husband knees log 
hut knew long 
knock longer 
I know look 
ice loose 
I'd lad lost 
idea ladder lot 
1:f' lady loud 
I'll laid louder 
I'm land loudest 
in large love 
inn last lower 
instead late luck 
invite laugh lunch 
is lay 
it lazy machine 
I 1 ve lead made 
lea:f'y magic 
Jack lean maiden 
jacket leap make 
jam learn making 
Jane leave man jay led ma~ 
Jill le:rt map e 
Jim leg march jingle lesson matter 
Joe let may 
John let•s maybe 
Johnny letter me join lick meadow 
joke lie meal 
jolly li:f'e mean 
joy li:ft meet 
Judy light men juicy like merry jump Lily merry-go-round 
just limb met 
line mew 
keep lion mice 
kept listen middle 
kick little might 
kind live mile 
king living milk 
. mind. ,, 
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• CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES 
(continued) 
mine nickel pal lace 
minute night pan 
mischievous nine paper 
miss no parade 
mistake nobody park 
Molly noise part 
moment noon party 
Monday North pass 
money nose pasture 
monkey not path 
moo nothing Patty 
moon notice paw 
more now pay 
morning nut peanut 
most pear 
mother oak peep 
mountain o'clock pen 
mouse o:f pennies 
mouth o:f:f Penny 
• 
move o:ften people 
moving oh perhaps 
Mr. oho pet 
Mrs. old Peter 
much on pick 
mud once picnic 
must one picture 
my only pie 
myself' open piece 
or pig 
nail orange pile 
name other pillow 
Nancy ought pin 
nap our pink 
naughty out place 
near oven plan 
neck over plant 
need owl plate 
neighbor own play 
nest playmate 
never Paddle pleasant 
new Paddy please 
next Page plenty 
nibble paid pocket 
nice pail point 
Nick 
• 
paint poke 
--
" 
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CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR 'IHE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES 
(continued) 
policeman rain safe 
polite raise said 
pond rake sail 
pony ran Sally 
pooh rang salt 
pool reach Sam 
poor read same 
popped ready sandwich 
porch real Sandy 
porridge really sang 
pot red Santa 
potato remember Sarah 
pound rest sat 
pour return satin 
prancing reward Saturday 
present ribbon save 
pretend rich saw 
pretty rid say 
• 
princess ride scamper 
prize riding scare 
probably right scatter 
promise ring school 
proud ripe scold 
puff river scream 
pull road scrub 
pumpkin roar sea 
puppy roast seat 
purple robin second 
'PUSh rock secret 
pur rode see 
puzzle roll seem 
roller seen 
quack roof' sell 
,queen room sent 
queer rooster servant 
quick rope serve 
quickly rose set 
quiet round several 
quiet row shade 
quit rub shaddow 
run shake 
rabbit running shall 
racoon rush sharp 
racing sheep 
• 
ragged sad she 
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• CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR '!HE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES 
(continued) 
sheel smile stirring 
shiny smiling stone 
shoe smoke stood 
shook smooth stop 
shore snatch stopped 
short sneeze store 
shorter sniff storekeeper 
shortest snow story 
should so straight 
shout soft strange 
shovel Sojo straw 
show sold stream 
shut some sl;reet 
side somebody string 
sight something strong 
sign son stuck 
sinsnal song such 
silly soon sudden 
silver sorry suddenly 
• 
since sort suit 
sing sound summer 
single speak sun 
sister splash supper 
sit spoil suppose 
six spoke sure 
size spot surely 
skate spread surprise 
skip spring Susan 
sky sprinkle swan 
slap squawk sweet 
sled squeak swish 
sleep squeal 
sleepy squirrel table 
slide stair tail 
sliding stamp take 
slow stand taken 
shower star taking 
slower silart talk 
slowly station tall 
sly stay tame 
small steal tap 
smaller steep tar 
smart step taste 
smash stick taught 
smell still teach 
• 
sting teacher 
- -- ~--
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• CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES 
( continued) 
tear together under 
teeth told underneath 
telephone Tom understand 
tell Tommy unhappy 
ten tomorrow unless 
tent tongue until 
terrible tonight up 
than too us 
thank took use 
that toot useful 
the top 
their touch vacatiam 
them toward valentine 
then town velvet 
there toy very 
these trade village 
they train vine 
they'll trap visit 
thick travel voice 
• 
thing treasure 
think treat waddle 
third tree wag 
this trick wagon 
those tried wait 
thought trimmed wake 
thousand trip walk 
three troll wall 
threw trot want 
throne truck warm 
through true was 
throw trunk wash 
thunder try wasp 
thunderstorm Tuesday watch 
ticket turn water 
tick-tack turtle wave 
tie tweet way 
tight twenty we 
Tim twice wear 
time twin weather 
tin twist wee 
tiny two weed 
Tippy week 
tired ugly welcome 
to umbrella we 1 11 
• 
today uncle went 
toe uncover were 
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CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY FOR THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES 
(continued) 
went 
what 
wheat 
wheel 
when 
·where 
which 
while 
wl'tisper 
whistle 
white 
who 
whoa 
whole 
why 
wicked 
wide 
wife 
wiggle 
wild 
will 
win 
wind 
window 
winp: 
'!ll"inll: 
winter 
wise 
wish 
witch 
with 
woke 
wolf 
woman 
wonder 
wonderful 
won 1 t 
wooden 
woodpecker 
woods 
word 
wore 
work 
world 
worse 
worth 
would 
wren 
write 
wrong 
yard 
yawn 
year 
yellow 
yes 
yesterday 
yet 
you 
you•ll 
young 
your 
yourself' 
Zeke 
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APPENDIX D 
SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS USED IN STUDY 
Allyn and Bacon, The Science-doing Series 
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston: 1955. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Thurber, Walter A., Exploring Science 
----· 
----· 
---· 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
Charles Scribner's Sons, The Wonderworld of Science Series, 
Charles Scribner Sons, New York: 1957. 
(a) Knox, Warren et al. The Wonderworld of Science 
----· ---· 
---· ---· 
----· ----· 
D. C. Heath, Heath Elementary Series 
D. C. Heath and Company, Boston: 1956. 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
(a) Schneider, Herman and Nina, Science For Work and Pla;y: 
I 
(b) • Science 
ana 'Now 
For Here 
(c) • science 
Near 
Far and 
(d) • Science Lite 
In Your 
(e) • science World 
In Our 
Ginn and Company, Science Today and Tomorrow Series, Ginn 
and Compmy, Boston: 1955. 
(a) craig, Gerald, and Bernice c. Bryan 
Science Near You 
(b) Craig, Gerald and Etheleen Daniel 
Science Around You 
(c) Craig, Gerald and Marguerite w. Lembach 
Science Everywhere 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
I 
II 
III 
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• SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS USED HT STUDY 
(continued) 
(d) Craig, Gerald, and Beatrice ]). Hurley 
Discovering With Science IV 
(e) Craig, Gerald and Katherine E. Hill 
Adventuring in Science V 
John. c. Winston, New Understanding Science Series, The 
John c. Winston Company, Philadelphia: 1957. 
(a) Dowling, Thomas I., et al. 
• The New I Wonder Wh:£ 
• The New Seein~ Wfi~ 
• TEe New Learm~ ~ 
• 'ihe New Ex;eialilne; - ~ 
• TEe New Discoverine; W-"l_ 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
• 
L. W. Singer Company, Inc., Singer Science Series, Syracuse, 
New York: 1958. 
• 
(a) Frasier, Willard G. et al. 
We Look and Listen I 
(b) • ~eeine; ~ew TE:Ine;s II (c) Finaine; Answers III (d) • ExEior2n5 Toe;e~Eer IV 
Rand McNally and Company, Junior Scientist Series, New York: 
1955. 
(a)Baker, Arthur o. at al. Down Your Street I 
Around The Corner II 
In Your Neig§borhood III 
Here and Away IV 
Scott Foresman and Company, Curriculum Foundation Series, 
New York: 1956. 
(a)Beauchamp, Wilbur L. 
---· 
---· 
and Gertrude Crampton 
Look and Learn 
AU Around Us 
How Do We Know 
I 
II 
III 
- - ":or:.--, __ 
.. 
BF 
COR 
EBF 
Eye Gate 
Gateway 
• IF 
PSP 
SVE 
vs 
YAF 
APPENDIX E 
FILM AND FILMSTRIPS DISTRIBUTORS 
Bailey Films, Inc., 6509 DeLongre Avenue, 
Hollywood 28, California. 
Coronet Films: Coronet Building, Chicago 1, 
Illinois. 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc., 161. 
Massachusetts Avenue, Boston 16, Massachusetts; 
202 East 44th Street, New York 17, New York; 5625 
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood a3, California. 
Eye Gate House, Inc., 2716 41st Avenue, Long 
Island City l, New York. 
Gateway Productions Inc; 1859 Towell Street, 
San Francisco ll, California • 
Instructional Films, Inc; Same Address as the 
Encyclopedia Britannica Film, Inc. 
Popular Science Publishing Company; 353 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
Society for Visual Education, Inc; 1345 
Diwersey Parkway, Chicago 14, Illinois. 
Visual Sciences; Sufferin, New York. 
Young America Films, Inc; 18 East 41st Street, 
New York 17, New York. 
